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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE Ut llJAHU

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff/Respondent
vs.

Kevin Donald Cheatham
Defendant/Appellant

SUPREME COURT NUMBER

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

43263

CLERK'S RECORD

APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICTD
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
THE HONORABLE RICH CHRISTENSEN, PRESIDING JUDGE
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESlDlNU

MS. SARA B. THOMAS
STATE APPELLATE
PUBLIC DEFENDER
3647 LAKE HARBOR LN
BOISE ID
83706

Kevin Donald Cheatham

MR. LA WRENCE WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO
700 W JEFFERSON, STE 210
BOISE
ID
83720-0010
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Date: 7/23/2015

First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County

Time: 11 :30 AM

ROA Report

Page 1 of 4

User: KIPP

Case: CR-2014-0016229 Current Judge: Rich Christensen
Defendant: Cheatham, Kevin Donald

State of Idaho vs. Kevin Donald Cheatham
Date

Code

User

8/20/2014

NOTE

RILEY

JUDGE CHRISTENSEN

To Be Assigned

8/21/2014

NCRF

RILEY

New Case Filed - Felony

To Be Assigned

CRCO

RILEY

Criminal Complaint

Robert Caldwell

AFPC

RILEY

Affidavit Of Probable Cause

To Be Assigned

ORPC

RILEY

Order Finding Probable Cause

Robert Caldwell

HRSC

RILEY

Hearing Scheduled (ArraignmenUFirst
Appearance 08/21/2014 02:00 PM)

Robert Caldwell

ARRN

RILEY

Hearing result for ArraignmenUFirst Appearance
scheduled on 08/21/2014 02:00 PM:
Arraignment/ First Appearance

Robert Caldwell

CRNC

RILEY

No Contact Order: Criminal No Contact Order
Filed Comment: Stay 300 Feet Away From
Expiration Days: 365 Expiration Date: 8/21/2015

Robert Caldwell

ORPD

RILEY

Defendant: Cheatham, Kevin Donald Order
Appointing Public Defender Public defender
Public Defender

Robert Caldwell

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference 09/02/2014 08:30 AM)

Barry E. Watson

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing
09/04/2014 01:30 PM)

Barry E. Watson

HOFFMAN

Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned
and Preliminary Hearing

8/22/2014

Judge

BNDS

MCCANDLESS Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 10000.00 )

To Be Assigned

NAPH

MCCANDLESS Notice of Appearance, Request for Timely
Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond Reduction
and Notice of Hearing

To Be Assigned

DRQD

MCCANDLESS Defendant's Request For Discovery

To Be Assigned

NCOS

MCCANDLESS No Contact Order Served

To Be Assigned

NODF

MCCANDLESS Notice To Defendant

To Be Assigned

PRQD

HODGE

Plaintiffs Request For Discovery

To Be Assigned

PRSD

HODGE

Plaintiffs Response To Defendant's Request for
Discovery

To Be Assigned

DSRQ

OREILLY

Defendant's Supplemental Req. For Discovery

To Be Assigned

ORSO

OREILLY

Defendant's Response To Discovery

To Be Assigned

8/28/2014

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - TJB

To Be Assigned

8/29/2014

PSRS

HODGE

Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery

To Be Assigned

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - JA

To Be Assigned

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - RO

To Be Assigned

HRHD

TBURTON

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status
Eugene A. Marano
Conference scheduled on 09/02/2014 08:30 AM:
Hearing Held

8/25/2014

8/26/2014

8/27/2014

9/2/2014

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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Date: 7/23/2015

First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County

Time: 11 :30 AM

ROA Report

Page 2 of 4

User: KIPP

Case: CR-2014-0016229 Current Judge: Rich Christensen
Defendant: Cheatham, Kevin Donald

State of Idaho vs. Kevin Donald Cheatham
Date

Code

User

9/2/2014

CONT

TBURTON

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Barry E. Watson
on 09/04/2014 01 :30 PM: Continued

9/3/2014

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference 09/19/2014 08:30 AM)

Clark A. Peterson

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing
09/25/2014 01 :30 PM)

Scott Wayman

HOFFMAN

Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned
and Preliminary Hearing

Judge

9/9/2014

MNCN

MCCANDLESS Motion To Continue Hearing

To Be Assigned

9/10/2014

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - RO

To Be Assigned

9/15/2014

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - JA

To Be Assigned

9/17/2014

CONT

POOLE

Clark A. Peterson
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference scheduled on 09/19/2014 08:30 AM:
Continued

CONT

POOLE

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Scott Wayman
on 09/25/2014 01 :30 PM: Continued

ORDR

POOLE

Order To Continue Hearing

Clark A. Peterson

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference 10/14/2014 08:30 AM)

Barry E. Watson

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing
10/16/2014 01:30 PM)

Barry E. Watson

HOFFMAN

Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned
and Preliminary Hearing

9/18/2014

9/23/2014

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - T JB

To Be Assigned

9/25/2014

DSRQ

LUCKEY

Defendant's Supplemental Req. For Discovery

To Be Assigned

9/26/2014

PSRS

LUCKEY

Plaintiff's Supplemental Response To Discovery

To Be Assigned

MNCN

LUCKEY

Second Motion To Continue Hearing

To Be Assigned

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - RO

To Be Assigned

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - T JB

To Be Assigned

HRSC

MOHLER

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Continue
10/06/2014 01 :30 PM) PHSC/PH

Barry E. Watson

MOTN

OREILLY

Motion to Shorten Time

To Be Assigned

NOHG

$THOMAS

Notice Of Hearing

To Be Assigned

10/1/2014

ORDR

MOHLER

Order To Shorten Time

Barry E. Watson

10/3/2014

SUBF

JLEIGH

Subpoena Return/found - JA

To Be Assigned

10/6/2014

DENY

MOHLER

Hearing result for Motion to Continue scheduled
on 10/06/2014 01 :30 PM: Motion Denied
PHSC/PH

Barry E. Watson

10/14/2014

HRHD

MOHLER

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status
Robert B. Burton
Conference scheduled on 10/14/2014 08:30 AM:
Hearing Held

9/29/2014

9/30/2014

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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Date: 7/23/2015

First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County

Time: 11 :30 AM

ROA Report

Page 3 of 4

User: KIPP

Case: CR-2014-0016229 Current Judge: Rich Christensen
Defendant: Cheatham, Kevin Donald

State of Idaho vs. Kevin Donald Cheatham
Date

Code

User

10/16/2014

PHWV

LUCKEY

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Barry E. Watson
on 10/16/2014 01:30 PM: Preliminary Hearing
Waived (bound Over)

BOUN

LUCKEY

Bound Over

Rich Christensen

ORHD

LUCKEY

Order Holding Defendant

Barry E. Watson

PTSO

LUCKEY

Pretrial Settlement Offer

Barry E. Watson

10/21/2014

INFO

MCCANDLESS Information

10/23/2014

HRSC

HODGE
HODGE

10/31/2014

12/24/2014

Judge

Rich Christensen

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Rich Christensen
10/31/2014 08:00 AM)
Notice of Hearing

Rich Christensen

DCHH

LUCKEY

Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court
scheduled on 10/31/2014 08:00 AM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Keri Veare
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: under 100 pages

Rich Christensen

PLEA

LUCKEY

A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (i18-2403(4)
{F} Theft by Receiving, Possessing or Disposing
of Stolen Property, etc)

Rich Chrisiensen

HRSC

LUCKEY

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 12/30/2014
03:00 PM)

Rich Christensen

PSI01

LUCKEY

Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered & Rich Christensen
Sentencing Date

FILE

MCCANDLESS New File Created # 2 PSI

Rich Christensen

PSIR

Rich Christensen

12/29/2014

APSI

12/30/2014

ORRP

MCCANDLESS Presentence Investigation Report
Document sealed
Addendum to the Pre-Sentence Investigation
LUCKEY
Document sealed
Order to Report to Probation Department
BOOTH

DCHH

ROBB

Rich Christensen
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on
12/30/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel
Court Reporter: Julie Foland
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated:

SNPF

ROBB

Sentenced To Pay Fine (118-2403(4) {F} Theft by Rich Christensen
Receiving, Possessing or Disposing of Stolen
Property, etc)

STAT

ROBB

Case status changed: closed pending clerk
action

Rich Christensen

BNDE

ROBB

Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 10,000.00)

Rich Christensen

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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Date: 7/23/2015

First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County

Time: 11 :30 AM

ROA Report

Page 4 of 4

User: KIPP

Case: CR-2014-0016229 Current Judge: Rich Christensen
Defendant: Cheatham, Kevin Donaid

State of Idaho vs. Kevin Donald Cheatham
Date

Code

User

12/30/2014

SNIC

ROBB

Rich Christensen
Sentenced To Incarceration (118-2403(4) {F}
Theft by Receiving, Possessing or Disposing of
Stolen Property, etc) Confinement terms: Jail: 60
days. Credited time: 2 days. Discretionary: 30
days. Penitentiary determinate: 3 years.
Penitentiary indeterminate: 2 years.

PROB

ROBB

Probation Ordered (118-2403( 4) {F} Theft by
Receiving, Possessing or Disposing of Stolen
Property, etc) Probation term: 2 years.
(Supervised)

Rich Christensen

1/7/2015

OSEX

ROBB

Order Suspending Execution Of Judgment And
Sentence And Notice Of Right To Appeal

Rich Christensen

1/9/2015

MOTN

MCCANDLESS Motion to Amend Judgment

Rich Christensen

ORDR

ROBB

Order Amending Judgment

Rich Christensen

1/27/2015

MNAM

MMILLER

Motion To Amend Judgment

Rich Christensen

2/18/2015

HRSC

STECKMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/23/2015 03:00
PM) Motion to Amend Judgment
Logsdon - 10 Minutes

Rich Christensen

2/23/2015

NOTH

MMILLER

Notice Of Hearing

Rich Christensen

3/23/2015

DCHH

BOOTH

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Rich Christensen
03/23/2015 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel
Court Reporter: Keri Veare
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Under 100 pages

3/25/2015

MEMS

LUCKEY

Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Amend
Judgment

Rich Christensen

4/6/2015

CMSC

ZOOK

Community Service Contract

Rich Christensen

4/8/2015

MEMO

LUCKEY

Memorandum In Opposition To Motion To Amend Rich Christensen
Judgment

4/22/2015

MNAM

HODGE

Third Motion To Amend Judgment

Rich Christensen

4/30/2015

ORDR

LUCKEY

Order Amending Judgment Re: Sheriff's Labor

Rich Christensen

5/14/2015

DEOP

BOOTH

Memorandum decision and order re: defendant's Rich Christensen
Motion to Amend Judgment

5/18/2015

APSC

OREILLY

Appealed To The Supreme Court

6/29/2015

NAPL

MCCANDLESS Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court Rich Christensen

7/6/2015

MOTN

MCCANDLESS Motion to Extend Deadline for Sheriff's Labor

Rich Christensen

7/17/2015

HRSC

BOOTH

Rich Christensen

7/20/2015

NOTH

DONNENWIRT Notice Of Hearing

Kevin Donald Cheatham

Judge

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/13/2015 03:00
PM) to Extend
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF Irf"Aih..~,
FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

THE STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,
vs.
Kevin Donald Cheatham
Defendant,

COURT CASE#:

2014 AUG 21

DEPARTMENT REPORT #:14-218',;)..

CLERK DISTR

PH I: ZS
ICT COURT

~?4' ~

PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
WARRANTLESS ARREST AND/OR
OEp

Y

. . . ., ~ -

REFUSAL/FAILURE OF EVIDENTIARY TEST AND
ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE

I , Deputy Odegaard, the undersigned, hereby swear, attest, depose and/or otherwise state that the following is true
and correct:
1.

I am a peace officer employed by the Kootenai County Sheriff's Office.

2.

The above named defendant was arrested on the 20 day of August, 2014 at the time of 1523 hours for
the offense(s) [list offense(s) and code] I.C. 18-2403(4) Felony Possession of Stolen Property and/or
(check any applicable boxes below)
0Driving under the influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances, Idaho Code 18-8004.
Osecond DUI offense in the last ten (10) years, prior offense date and location:
.
0Two or more DUI offenses in the last ten (10) years, prior offense dates and locations:
0Driving without privileges, Idaho Code 18-8001.
0Possession of controlled substance, Idaho Code 37-2732 Ofelony Omisdemeanor
0Possession of paraphernalia, Idaho Code 37-2734A.
0Reckless driving, Idaho Code 49-1401.
0Domestic battery, Idaho Code 18-918.

3.
4.

Location of Occurrence: 190 East Wyoming Avenue, in the City of Hayden, Kootenai County, Idaho.
The above named defendant was identified by verbal ID by defendant
Witness or other ID information:

5. I believe that there is probable cause that the above described offense(s) was (were) committed by the
defendant based on the following facts: On 08/20/2014 FTO J. Arts and I (Deputy Odegaard) responded to the
above listed address while following up on a previous auto burglary that occurred on 08/19/2014. The victim in
the auto burglary, Troy J. Blood, advised he was able to receive a "ping" from an Ipad that was stolen during the
incident. Blood advised the ping was coming from 190 East Wyoming Avenue. I made contact with Cheatham,
outside the residence, and spoke with him regarding the ping. Cheatham denied possessing any of the stolen
items I described to him. Upon further questioning, Cheatham admitted he purchased an Apple brand Macbook
from a friend of his, for $30, at approximately 1000 hours on 08/20/2014. Cheatham also stated his friend
attempted to sell him an Ipad for $60, but Cheatham declined, stating it was too expensive. Cheatham gave me
permission to retrieve the laptop, and I followed him into his residence, down the stairs, and into his bedroom.
Cheatham advised me the laptop was under his mattress, on top of the box spring. FTO Arts lifted the mattress
and I observed the Apple Macbook lying on top of the box spring. The laptop matched the description given to
me by the victim. Based on the victim's description of the property, Cheatham's attempt to hide the Macbook
under his mattress, and the fact that he purchased a $2800 laptop for $30, I placed him under arrest for violation
ofl.C. 18-2403(4) Possession of Stolen Property. I later confirmed the serial number on the laptop matched the
owners records.

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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DUI DECISION PTS (check applicable boxes and give supporting comments)

Doctor of alcoholic beverage:
DAdmitted consumption of alcohol:
Dslurred Speech:
Dimpaired Memory:
DGlass/Bloodshot eyes:
DGaze Nystagmus:
Dwalk&Tum:
Done Leg Stand:
Dother:
DDrugs Suspected:
DDrug Recognition Evaluation Performed:
DAccident Involved:
Dinjuries:
DPrior to testing, defendant was substantially informed of the consequences ofrefusal and failure of the test as
required by Sections 18-8002 and l 8-8002A, Idaho Code.
DDefendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test(s) was (were)
performed in compliance with Sections 18-8003 and 18-8004(4) Idaho Code and the standards and methods adopted
by the Idaho State Police.

DBAC tested by breath using: D Intoxilyzer 5000 DLIFELOC FC20 DAieo Sensor Instrument Serial #
Other:
Name of person administering BAC test:
Certification expires:
DBAC result:
DTest results pending:
D Defendant refused test:
NOTE: THE NAME OF THE AFFIANT, THE NAME OF THE PERSON WHO IS AUTHORIZED TO ADMINISTER
OATHS OR IS A NOTARY PUBLIC, AND THE DATES, MUST BE TYPED BELOW FOR ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION
TO THE COURT. THIS FORM SHOULD THEN BE PRINTED, SIGNED BY BOTH, AND SUBMITTED WITH THE REST
OF THE COMPLAINT PAPERWORK.

I hereby solemnly swear or attest that the information contained in this document, and reports or documents
that may be attached, is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief, and is being done in the
presence of a person who is authorized to administer oaths in the State of Idaho or is a Notary Public for the
State of Idaho.

DATE: 08/21/2014 SIGNE~:

?-~~-r~~ ~:~~~~~~~ :~3AO!:Y· /z

~&wr:! #;2.JJa~

\_l'-.!arut: Ul!U ::il):;11<1LWv Vl £"UllUH</

~

THE ABOVE WAS SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME60N:
08/~~~014
-OR-

PERSON AUTHORIZED TO
ADMINISTER OATHS
Title:

~

JV'f

MARK ELLIS
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

NOT ARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO _..,..,...,..,.,,.._~...,..,._.;.:;_;.;,.~.._...J
Residing at: /(cs~
My commission expires:

~/;h/'-'1

ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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COMPLAINT REQUEST AND COURT INFORMATION
AGENCY CASE fi14-218 1(..:l...

STATE OF lUAHU

Plaintiff)

COURT DOCKET#- - - - -

)

Kevin Donald Cheatham
)
Defendant)

----------[{]

D

D

w ARRANT

D

FELONY

0

SUMMONS

IN CUSTODY

CASE AGENCY Kootenai County Sheriffs Office

D

MISDEMEANOR

OTHER

INVESTIGATOR Deputy Odegaard

CRIME(S) CHARGED: I.C. 18-2403(4) Possession of Stolen Property

DATE/TIME OF OFFENSE 08/20/2014 at 1523 hours
LOCATION 190 East Wyom~in_g._.,.A-ve_n_u_e~.i-n=th-e--oac=ity__..,of~H~a-yd~e-n~.K~o-o~te-n~ai~C~o-u~nt-y,~S~ta~te~of~ld~a~h-o,~8=3=83=5~------VICTIM/BUSINESS NAME Troy J. Blood

------------------------------

DEFENDANT: NAME Kevin Donald Cheatham
......
or-----------------D-O-B~o3=7~

~1~4~-------

-------

RAC~
SEX M
HT 6'00"
WT 200
HAIR BRO
EYES RAZ
ADDRESS 190 East Wyoming Avenue, in the City of Hayden, Kootenai County, State of Idaho, 83835
TELEPHONE (208)-245-5751
BUSINESS ADDRESS None
BUS INES S TELEPHONE one

-~------------------------ATTACHMENTS

[ZJ

0

[ZJ

0

u

POLICE REPORTS
INTOX. PRINTOUT
DEFENDANT STATEMENT
AUTOPSY RESULTS

0
0
0

\

18-8002 ADVISORY
MIRANDA WARNING
WITNESS STATEMENT
SEE ATT ACHED FOR FURTHER

~

0
0

BOOKING SHEET
DRIVER'S RECORD
CRIMINAL HISTORY

0
0

WEAPONS
VENOJECT KIT

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

[ZJ

0

~

DEFENDANT'S STATEMENT
DRUGS/P ARAHERNALIA
SEE ATTACHED FOR FURTHER

[ZJ

0

CASSETTENIDEO
SEX CRIME KIT

ARRESTED IZJ YES
O NO
DATE/TIME/LOCATION 190 East Wyoming Avenue, in the City of Hayden, Kootenai County, State of ldel
CIRCUMSTANCES OF OFFENSE/ARREST ARMED DURING OFFENSE O YES
[ZJ NO
ARMED DURING ARREST O YES
[ZJ NO
NO THREATS OR INJURY TO VICTIM OR OFFICER O YES [ZJ NO
NO ATTEMPT TO AVOID ARREST O YES IZJ NO HAS DEFENDANT ADMITTED INVOLVEMENT O YES 0 NO
IF YES, GIVE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OTHER OUTSTANDING CHARGES

O

YES

IZJ

NO OFFENSE

-----------------

Arrested for Petit Theft on 06/24/2011, 01/29/2012, and 02/17/2012
SUMMARY OF CRIMINAL HISTORY Arrested for Burglary on 07/15/2010 and 08/12/2010
PHYSICAL ILLNESS/MENTAL ILLNESS
YES
0 NO DETAILS

0

REQUEST BOND
YES
0

0

NO IF YES, WHY?

/~.
R a~~~
d~~
AW ENFORC
NT DEPUTY

SHR #41 REVISED 9/13

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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WITNESS INFORMATION
NAME Michael Lee Weatherman
ADDRESS 109 East Country Ridge Court; #7, Hayden, ID 83835
TELEPHONE (208)699-9704
BUSINESS
one
TELEPHONE (208)-704-8672
INTERVIEW_E_D_B_Y___D.....e_p_u~ty-,O~d~e-g-a-ar-d~------------DATE/TIME 08/20/2014 at 2230 hours
CAN TESTIFY TO
Weatherman was with Humphreys while he was in possession of the stolen Ipad, stolen Macbook, and the stolen Dr. Dre
Beats speaker system. Weatherman was on scene at Cheatham's residence and was told by Cheatham to take
possession of the stolen Ipad.
NAME Leslie Jerald Humphreys Jr.
ADDRESS 11167 North Government Way, Hayden, ID 83835
TELEPHONE (208)-964-5770
BUSINESS
one
TELEPHONE (208}-964-5940
INTERVIEW_E_D_B_Y-,.D.--e_p_u~ty-,O~d~e-g_a_a-rd~------------ DATE/TIME 08720/2014 at 2000 hours
CAN TESTIFY TO
Humphreys stated Cheatham was in possession of the stolen items. Humphreys stated Cheatham had the stolen items in
his vehicle. Humphreys stated Cheatham gave him the stolen Dr. Dre Beat Speakers.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A D D R E S S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TELEPHONE - - - - - - - - - BUSINESS
TELEPHONE - - - - - - - - - INTERVIEWED BY
DATE/TIME---------CAN TESTIFY TO

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TELEPHONE - - - - - - - - - BUSINESS
TELEPHONE - - - - - - - - - INTERVIEWED BY
DATE/TIME---------CAN TESTIFY TO

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TELEPHONE - - - - - - - - - DT TC'Tl\.T'CC"C"

---------------------~TELEPHONE--~------INTERVIEWED BY
DATE/TIME---------CAN TESTIFY TO
UU~ll'IL,i..Ji..J

NAME-------------------------------------~
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TELEPHONE - - - - - - - - - BUSINESS
TELEPHONE - - - - - - - - - INTERVIEWED BY
DATE/TIME - - - - - - - - - CAN TESTIFY TO

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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PRE-BOOKING INFORMATION SHEET
Booking #_ _ _ __

KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING

Name ID#_ _ _ _ Date

2.. Z.Ll

'"')

irJ.. -d L'£st J.
,I

DAI"'

_B_~/~'J_o~/~;_·_c;_'_ __

U/"\\J

Warrant Check
Prob. Check
Prob. Officer

ARRESTEE:

c-11EA1!IA/Vf

Name

Last

First

Locker# 9Yi
Location
Hold For:
For DUI Charge:
Was Call Requested
Was Call Made

Middle

AKA._ _ __._.L_..c._~c~?~,11./~-r~~-----------------Address

A 1,-£

/90 £. WYO/f.1 r,,,,/ 6

ID

ST

City/State of Birth€_uE//K
D.L. #

Accepted by:
Agency Report#

f)'_ALEvE , fl)

cc~ 3 73 97 F

State

Employer (/fa'E~/V1)4QYE()

£ C)

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:
Height_Q_' _Q_ . Weight J._CO Sex /vi

Hair

?).. OY'cl)work Phone#

/3! /<-

Eyes

,///0;//e

/3£-0

W

Race
Glasses /V Contacts _,1/ Facial Hair (?.$6.--4fY)
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's'< ARv'l--1 .Sc J<, L -!+u,,..1b "~' Rr'nJ,-f -f/..c:ml, ''\ 1 ',
wr 'sk ,'/

o./ ;;

:I /1io1:Jc 11

L' A,e:,i,1

'I

//{,Vese I ' /

t~~~g~~~~~p~o;F~~«~F<~~:Aifo'~t~
Vfs' / :2o/ /<../

S'C

I / '--

If: _5 1

) ff•-tli

1 '/

',,,,,,::,.k of /,eek /,<.A.,v1.r1.,,./

,.
'lt'lc>re

I

}

/.:),'sr<>•'(•f'

?'

/IC
I
IC-Ct-"

/I

11 ·

.,,r JI

_L,I

~kvlSj -~lio~<'.

/5 :J. 3
)~Qt)E6AARO # :)30fS

Date/ Time of Arrest
Arresting Officer

;',

Location /10

I

Agency

A VE

£, W/12AA£.,;/G

{:.cso

Arrival at PSB

/

Dist

3I

5 5 'I

CHARGES AND BAIL:
M/F
1. F

Code

,~- ;J._c:/O 3C ./) VS S.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
is the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical conditions this inmate may have which might affect his/her safety or

:El. No, D Yes

ability to be held without special attention by jail staff?

Did the arrestee arrive with prescription medication? ~.No,
VEHICLE INFORMATION:

D Yes

------

Vehicle Lie. _ _ _
- __._,_ _ _ sr.:::::::-YR..:::=: Make
Vehicle Disposition

CITIZEN ARREST:

(Explain) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-

-·

-Color(s)=____/_ _.

Model _ _ _ _ Body

I hereby arrest the above named suspect on the charge(s) indicated and request a peace
officer to take him/her into custod . I will a pear as directed and sign a complaint against the person I have arrested .

.
Name:

I
Kevin Donald Cheatham
Occuoation:
Race/Sex

I

Aoe

I

I

Phone:

Code Mult. Victims Address:
ID Yes D Nol
43263Address:
Business

I

I
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Bus.

I

Phone:

Kootenai County Sheriffs Office
Report for KCSD Incident 14-21862

Nature: RECOVERED PROP

Address: 190 E WYOMING AVE

Location: 31

HAYDEN ID 83835

Offense Codes: NC
Received By: T.TAYLOR

How Received: 0

Agency: KCSD

Responding Officers:
Responsible Officers: R.ODEGAARD

Disposition: ACT 08/20/14

When Reported: 16:13:30 08/20/14

Occurred Between: 14:30:00 08/20/14 and 15:23:00 08/20/14

Assigned To:

Date Assigned: **/**/**

Detail:

Due Date: **/**/**

Status Date: **/**/**

Status:
Complainant: 115546
Last: BLOOD

Mid: JAMES

First: TROY

Address: 10808 N AVONDALE LOOP

Dr Lie: JA355399E
··· Race: W ·

..

Sex: M

. Phone: (208)772-8611

City: HAYDEN, ID 83835

Offense Codes
Reported: NC Not Classified

Observed:

Additional Offense: NC Not Classified

Circumstances
Responding Officers:

Unit:

R.ODEGAARD

2308

N.FRANSSEN

2335

K.SMART

2367

D.STINEBAUGH

2324

M.ZIRKER

2317

T.JACKSON

2436

D.OYLER

2410

Responsible Officer: R.ODEGAARD

Agency: KCSD
Last Radio Log: **:**:** **/**/**

Received By: T.TAYLOR

Clearance: 1 ARREST REPORT TAKEN

How Received: 0 Officer Report
When Reporter!· 16:13:30 08/20/14

Disposition: ACT Date: 08/20/14

Judicial Status:

Occurred between: 14:30:00 08/20/14

Misc Entry:

and: 15:23:00 08/20/14

Modus Operandi:

Description :

Method:

"Printed on "08/21/14
Kevin Donald Cheatham
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Involvements
Date

Type

Description

08/21/14

Law Incident

BURGLARY AUTO 14-21805

RELATED CASE

08/21/14

Name

BLOOD, TROY JAMES

Complainant

08/21/14

Nan1e

BLOOD, TROY JAMES

VICTIM

08/21/14

Name

CHEA THAM, KEVIN DONALD

OFFENDER

08/21/14

Name

HUMPHREYS, LESLIE JERALD JUNIOR

OFFENDER

08/21/14

Name

WEATHERMAN, MICHAEL LEE

SUSPECT

08/20/14

Cad Call

16:13:30 08/20/14 RECOVERED PROP

Initiating Call

08/21/14

Property

RECORDING AUDIO O

SEIZED

08/21/14

Property

Photograph CD O

SEIZED

08/21/14

Property

Passport ID CARD U.S. GOVERNMENT 1

STOLEN/RECOVERED

08/21/14

Property

GRN CURRENCY UNITED STATES 66.36

STOLEN/RECOVERED

"Printed on "08/21/14

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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Narrative
KCSO

[XX] CRIME REPORT

] INCIDENT REPORT

PRIMARY CRIME CODE/NAME: I.C.
SECONDARY CRIME CODE/NAME:

18-2403 (4)

POSSESSION OF STOLEN PROPERTY

LOCATION/PROPERTY DESCRIPTION: AT AN OFF WHITE WITH GREEN TRIM RANCH STYLE
IN THE CITY OF HAYDEN, KOOTENAI
RESIDENCE LOCATED AT 190 E. WYOMING AVENUE
COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO, 83835
ADDITIONAL

NAMES/DESCRIPTIONS:NA

INJURIES:

NO:X

YES:

PHOTOS/VIDEO TAKEN:
OFFENDER US ING:

NO:

A:

DESCRIBE:
PHOTOGRAPHER I . D .

YES:X
D:

C:

: 23 08

N:X

RELATION TO VICTIM:NA
RELATED REPORT NUMBER(S):

14-21805 AUTO BURGLARY

NARRATIVE: On 08/20/2014 at approximately 1033 hours, FTO J. Arts and I (Deputy
Odegaard) responded to 7488 North Government Way, in the City of Hayden,
Kootenai County, state of Idaho, 83835, for a report of an auto burglary.
I contacted V- Troy Blood. Blood advised someone had entered into his unlocked
M-Black 2014 Toyota 4Runner, without his permission, and stole approximately
$4500 worth of items from a laptop case in the back seat (See Case #14-21805 for
additional information).
On 08/20/2014 at approximately 1429 hours, I again contacted Blood, by
telephone, and he advised he had received a "ping" from his stolen Ipad. Blood
advised the 11 ping 11 was coming from a residence located at 190 East Wyoming
Avenue, cross of North Government Way, in the City of Hayden, Kootenai County,
State of Idaho, 83835.
FTO ·-Arts contacted Sergeant K. Smart, who advised us to wait to make contact at
the residence until he contacted the Detectives Division. Sergeant Smart
suggested I drive by the residence.

I drove by 190 E. Wyoming Avenue and observed three males standing outside, near
a white Lincoln Town Car. I made a U- turn further down Wyoming Avenue, and made
a second pass. I then parked at the intersection of North Government Way and
East Wyoming Avenue, where I could observe the residence. Shortly after parking,
I observed two males leave the residence and quickly walk across the street. The
two males walked into an overgrown field that was partially concealed with large
trees.
I advised Sergeant Smart of the situation, and he advised me to contact the
males. As I approached the field, I observed it was clearly posted with "No
trespassing II signs at the point the two males had entered.
I contacted both males, who identified themselves verbally, as S-Michael L.
Weatherman and a-Leslie J. Humphreys. FTO Arts and I questioned them about what
they were doing, and both males stated they were going for a walk. I confronted

"Printed on "08/21/14

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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Humphreys and Weatherman regarding the stolen property
residence they were just at. Weatherman stated he did
the property and advised I could search him. Humphreys
search. FTO Arts performed a consensual pat search on
yellow Dr. Dre Pill Speaker. I performed a consensual
and did not find anything of evidentiary value on his
FTO Arts questioned Humphreys regarding the
had the speaker for "A while".

Dr.

Dre

that was pinging from the
not have any knowledge of
also consented to a
Humphreys and located a
pat search on Weatherman,
person.

speaker.

Humphreys stated he

At that time, neither I, or FTO Arts recalled the Dr. Dre Pill speaker as being
one of the listed stolen i terns, therefore we let Humphreys and weatherman go.
As we exited the field, FTO Franssen was already on scene at 190 East Wyoming
Avenue. FTO Franssen was contacting 0-Kevin Donald Cheatham in the driveway
outside.
I began speaking with Cheatham, and asked him about the stolen property that was
pinged at this location. Cheatham denied any knowledge of stolen items. I spoke
with the other residents of the home, who did not have anything of evidentiary
value to rcpu:i. t..
I again confronted Cheatham and explained the concept of the location
application that brought us to his residence. Cheatham became agitated and
advised he had purchased a laptop from Humphreys for $30, earlier in the
morning, at approximately 1000 hours, on 08/20/2014.
I asked Cheatham if he had seen an !pad in Humphreys possession. Cheatham stated
Humphreys offered to sell him an !pad, along with the laptop, for $60. Cheatham
stated the !pad was too expensive and he did not buy it. Cheatham stated he did
not know what happened to the items once Humphreys left his residence.
I advised Cheatham that the laptop was likely stolen, and asked if I could go
retrieve it from his residence. Cheatham agreed to take us to his bedroom,
downstairs, and retrieve the laptop.

FTO Arts and I followed Cheatham into the residence, down stairs, to his
bedroom. Cheatham advised the laptop was under his mattress, lying on the box
spring. FTO Arts lifted the mattress up and I observed a silver Macbook,
matching the description given by Blood, along with an empty black !pad case,
lying on the box spring. I recovered the i terns from under the mattress and asked
Cheatham if he had any additional items ;n t-hQ hn11aQ, and he stated he did not.
I
asked Cheatham if I could search his residence and he became angry. Cheatham
began swearing and stating he wanted me to get out of his house, so we exited
)?""r his requ·est.

FTO Arts advised Cheatham his residence was being secured until we could obtain
a search warrant, and we needed to get out. After exiting the residence Cheatham
remained verbally upset, and I had to detain him in handcuffs.
FTO Arts and I performed a security sweep of the residence to ensure there were
no individuals remaining inside the residence.
Based on the recovered Macbook matching the description provided by Blood,
Cheatham's attempt to hide the Macbook under his mattress, and Cheatham

"Printed on "08/21/14
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purhcasing the Macbook (valued at $2800) for only $30, I placed him under arrest
for violation of I. C. 18-2403(4) Felony Possession of Stolen Property .
.F'.J'O Fransscr, · remained on
Cheatham to the Kootenai

scene to keep the residence
County PSB.

secure while I

transported

Upon my arrival at PSB, I read Cheatham his Miranda Rights. Cheatham stated he
understood his rights, and wished to speak with me regarding the incident.
Cheatham stated he was approached by Humphreys earlier in the day on 08/20/2014
at approximately 0900-1000 hours. Cheatham stated Humphreys arrived at his
residence with a laptop computer and an Ipad in his possession. Cheatham stated
Humphreys wanted to sell him the Macbook and the Ipad. Cheatham stated he bought
the Macbook for $30 and declined to buy the Ipad because Humphrey wanted $60 and
it was too expensive.
I asked Cheatham where the rest of the stolen property was, and Cheatham stated
it was in Humphreys' possession. Cheatham firmly denied possessing any other
stolen property.
Cheatham was booked into
the booking process.

PSB without

incident

and remained cooperative during

Once I cleared the jail, I arrived at the KCSO Detectives Division, to assist
with writing a search warrant for both Cheatham and Humphreys' residence. I
re-contacted Blood, who provided serial numbers of the stolen Macbook, Ipad,
Mifi card, and Apple TV module. I compared the serial number given to me by
Blood with the serial number on the recovered Macbook and discovered that they
\,·ere a· matcn. ·
Once the warrants were written, I
Watson, who signed both warrants.

verbally swore

to them in

front of

Judge

I returned to the Sheriff's Office and made copies of the warrants. I arranged
for Detective M. Zirker and Detective C. Kerzman to serve the search warrant for
r'h<>,,t-h"m'"' r"'"'id"'Il,..."'. FTO _1'.rts, Detective T. Jackson,
Detective D. Oyler, and I
served the search warrant at Humphreys' residence.
Humphreys' residence is located at 11167 North Government Way, Cross of
Avenue, in the City of Hayden, Kootenai County, State of Idaho, 83835.

Wyoming

TAlh; 10
on
Y'r'lllt-O
t-r\
i.:r,1mphroya 1
roc:d rlonrP
at approximately Government Way X of
Lacey Avenue, I observed Humphreys walking on the side of the road. Humphreys
appeared to be walking north, towards his residence. I stopped and contacted
Humphreys and observed he was still in possession of the yellow Dr. Dre Pill
Speaker. FTO Arts took possession of the speaker, and walked Humphreys to his
I

residence.
At approximately 1914 hours, FTO Arts, KCSO Detectives, Humphreys, and I arrived
at his residence. I advised Humphreys I had a warrant to search his residence. I
asked Humphreys if I would find any stolen property inside the residence.
Humphreys stated I would not.
Detect.ivfi{ ·J'ackson :remained outside with Humphreys while FTO Arts, Detective
Oyler, and I performed a security sweep of the residence, to ensure there were
no threats inside.

"Printed on "08/21/14
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Once the residence was secured, I photographed the exterior, and interior prior
to searching. During the search, I observed the residence was not clean or
organized, and miscellaneous trash, clothes, and items were piled throughout the
residence. The search of the residence revealed nothing of evidentiary value.
I

took photographs of

the

residence after our search warrant was

concluded.

Prior to leaving, I left a copy of the search warrant with Humphreys. I also had
Humphreys write a witness statement, outlining his involvement in this incident,
S-""e att ri.ched statement for further information. Humphreys denied involvement,
and stated he received the stolen speaker from Cheatham as a gift. Humphreys
stated he was not aware that the speaker was stolen, or that Cheatham had any
other stolen items.
Prior to Humphreys finishing the statement,
search at 190 East Wyoming Avenue.

I

left the scene

to assist with the

Upon my arrival, I contacted Detective Zirker and Detective Kerzman. They
advised their search of the house did not reveal anything of evidentiary value.
FTO Arts called Cheatham at the PSB to speak with him. Before speaking with him,
FTO Arts confirmed Cheatham still understood his rights, which he said he did.
FTO Arts spoke with Cheatham and Cheatham advised FTO Arts that the laptop case
was in the garage, near the southeast corner, behind two bags of cat litter. I
located the bags of cat litter and discovered a black "Timbuk2" brand laptop
case, with a red stripe, matching the description of the stolen case provided by
Blood. Upon searching the laptop case, I located paperwork related to Blood's
employe.r, as well as a passport ID card that had Blood's information on it. I
also located a Mifi card, several USB thumb drives, cash, and various Apple
charging cords. All items in the laptop case were consistent with the
description given by Blood of his stolen items. Detective Kerzman, detective
Zirker, and I photographed the i terns inside the laptop case.
FTO Arts re-contacted Cheatham at the jail regarding the missing Ipad and Apple
mArl,:,J"".
Cheat],"'lll stated he had never seen the Apple TV module, but stated the
Ipad was taken by Humphreys who concealed it in the· overgrown and wooded field
to the north of his residence. We thoroughly searched the field without success.

,.,.."

Prior to leaving, Detective Zirker left a copy of the
a receipt for the i terns seized, at the residence.

search warrant,

as well as

I re-contacted Humphreys, at his residence, and advised him we had located more
property. I advised Humphreys that I knew he was lying regarding his knowledge
of the Ipad, and advised him to tell the truth. Humphreys changed his story and
admitted Weatherman had possession of the Ipad. Humphreys stated Cheatham had
told Weatherman to disable the locking code on the main screen of the Ipad.
Humphreys advised that when Cheatham saw my patrol vehicle, he became afraid and
told Weatherman to throw it in the bushes. Humphreys stated Weatherman had
thrown the Ipad into the bushes just before we made our original contact with
them.
Humphreys advised me he could show me the location of the Ipad. FTO Arts and I
escorted Humphreys back to the field so he could show us where they concealed
the Ipad. After approximately 30 minutes of searching, Humphreys was unable to
locate the Ipad, but insisted he knew where it was. I advised Humphreys to keep

"Printed on "08/21 /14
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looking,

while I

contacted Weatherman.

I contacted Weatherman at his mother's residence at 109 East Country Ridge Court
apartment #7, in the City of Hayden, Kootenai County, state of Idaho, 83834.
Upon speaking with Weatherman, he advised Humphreys was the one who possessed
the Ipad. Weatherman stated Humphreys threw the Ipad into the bushes, and
advised he could immediately locate it in the field. I asked if Weatherman spoke
with anyone else regarding the Ipad. Weatherman denied telling anyone of the
location of the Ipad. Weatherman consented to a search of his Facebook messages,
which turned up nothing of evidentiary value.
I advised Weatherman of the possible charges against him, and he stated he was
going to go to the field, with Humphreys, to attempt to locate the Ipad. I
provided Weatherman with a business card and stated he needed to call me when he
located the Ipad.
I clearea the SCP".'e and returned to the Sheriff's Office. I downloaded the
photographs of the search warrant onto a CD and booked them into KCSO Evidence.
I attached a copy of the list of stolen items, and their serial numbers to this
report.
Based on Cheatham' s statements regarding Humphreys' role in the incident, and my
observations of the stolen Dr. Dre Speaker on his person, I completed a
complaint request for violation of Idaho Code 18-2403 (4) Possession of Stolen
Property and attached it to this. report.
I also completed a complaint request for
18-2403 (4) Possession of Stolen Property.

Cheatham for violation of

At this time I have not charged Weatherman for
case because no stolen property was located in
some level of involvement, he has been left as
and possibly in possession of stolen property,
for further investigation.

Idaho Code

any of his involvement in this
his possession.
However due to
a suspect in the auto burglary
therefore I have left it active

DISPOSITION:CA/AP/AC
HOW NOTIFIED: RC
GANG RELATED: N

Approved By

Date
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Property
Property Number: 14-12329
Item: RECORDING

Owner Applied Nmbr:

Brand: AUDIO

Model:
Quantity:

Year: 0

Serial Nmbr:

Meas:
Total Value: $0.00

Color:

Owner: KCSO 5994
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S

Tag Number:

OFFICE
Officer: R.ODEGAARD

Accum Amt Recov: $0.00
UCR:

UCR Status:

Local Status:

Storage Location:
Status Date: 08/21 /14

Crime Lab Number:

Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/**

Date Released: **/**/**

Amt Recovered: $0.00

Released By:

Custody: **·**·** **/**/**

· · · Released To:
Reason:
Comments:
AUDIO

RECORDING OF

CONVERSATION WITH

WEATHERMAN

Property
Property Number: 14-12330
Owner Applied Nmbr:

Item: Photograph

Model:

Brand: CD

Quantity:

Year: 0

Serial Nmbr:

Meas:

Color:

Total Value: $0.00
Owner: KCSO 5994
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S

Tag Number:

OFFICE
Officer: R.ODEGAARD

Accum Amt Recov: $0.00
UCR:

UCR Status:

Local Status:

Storage Location:
Status Date: 08/21/14

Crime. Lab N1Jmber:

Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/**

Date Released: **/**/**

Amt Recovered: $0.00

Released By:

Custody: **:**:** **/**/**

Released To:
Reason:
Comments:

"Printed on "08/21 /14
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PHOTOGRAPHS

OF

SEARCH

WARRANT

AT

HUMPHREYS'

RESIDENCE.

Property
Property Number: 14-12336
Item: Passport

Owner Applied Nmbr:

Brand: iD CARD

Model: U.S. GOVERNMENT
Quantity: I

Year: 0
Meas:

Serial Nmbr:

Total Value: $1.00

Color:

Owner: BLOOD TROY JAMES 115546
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S

Tag Number:

OFFICE
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00

Officer: R.ODEGAARD

UCR:

UCR Status:

Local Status:

Storage Location:

Crime Lab Number:

Status Date: 08/21/14
Date Recov/Rcvd: 08/21/14

Date Released: **/**/**

Amt Recovered: $0.00

Released By:

Custody: **:**:** **!**!**

Released To:
Reason:
Comments:

Property
Property Number: i4-1233i'

Owner Applied Nmbr:

Item: CURRENCY

Model:

Brand: UNITED STATES

Quantity:

Year: 0

Serial Nmbr:

Meas:

Color: GRN

Total Value: $66.36
Owner: BLOOD TROY JAMES 115546
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S

Tag Number:

OFFICE
Officer: R.ODEGAARD

Accum Amt Recov: $0.00
UCR:

UCR Status:

Local Status:

Storage Location:
Status Date: 08/21/14

Crime Lab Number:

Date Recov/Rcvd: 08/21/14

Date Released: **/**/**

Amt Recovered: $0.00

Released By:
Released To:

Custody: **:**:** **/**/**

Reason:

CtJmments:"

"Printed on "08/21/14
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$62

DOLLARS

IN

BILLS

AND

$4. 36

IN

COINS.
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Name Involvements:
OFFENDER: 441106
Last: HUMPHREYS

First: LESLIE

Mid: JERALD JUNI-

OR
Address: 11167 N GOVERNMENT WAY;

Dr Lie:

#A
Sex: M

Race: W

Phone: (208)964-5770

City: HAYDEN, ID 83835

VICTIM : 115546
Last: BLOOD

First: TROY

Address: 10808 N AVONDALE LOOP

Dr Lie:
Race: W

Sex: M

Mid: JAMES

Phone: (208)772-8611

City: HAYDEN, ID 83835

SUSPECT : 492773
Last: Wt:ATH.ER-

First: MICHAEL

Mid: LEE

MAN
Address: 109 E COUNTRY RIDGE CT; #7

Dr Lie:
Race: W

Sex: M

Phone: (208)699-9704

City: HAYDEN, ID 83835

OFFENDER : 309463
Last: CHEATHAM

First: KEVIN

Address: 190 E WYOMING AVE

Dr Lie:
Race: W

Sex: M

Mid: DONALD

Phone: (208)245-5751

City: HAYDEN, ID 83835
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STATE OF IOAHO
J
COUNTY OF KOOTENAlfSS
FILED:
The defendant, Kevin Donald Cheatham, having been arrested without a warrantzfRt 1AffS 21 PH I: 25
offense(s) of Idaho Code 18-2403(4) Possession of Stolen Property, and the Court liavmg
examined the affidavit of Deputy Odegaard, the Court finds probable cause for b({li.ffll(J.~lffllCT COURT
said crime(s) has (have) been committed, or in the alternative n/a, and that the d~~~
committed said crime(s), and that the defendant may be required to post bail pri ... ~=~~
released.
·

DATE~TIME:
(Name and signature of Judge for First Judicial District ofthe~te ofldaho)

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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BARRY MCHUGH
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Case No. CR-F14-

STATE OF IDAHO,

j~J

Plaintiff,
vs.

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM

Agency Case: 14-21862 KCSO

Defendant.

--=D....,__:---+-'---.....\{..._,'-''./_,._¥_L_c"___._.K-'-~~ld'.2"'""------'

appeared personally before me, and being first

duly sworn on oath, that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of-GRAND
THEFT BY POSSESSION OF STOLEN PROPERTY, a Felony, Idaho Code §18-2403(4),

2407(1)(b), committed as follows:
That the Defendant, KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM, on or about the 20th day of
August, 2014, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did knowingly receive, retain, conceal,
obtain control over, possess, dispose of, and/or control the disposition of stolen property, to-wit:
an Apple laptop with a value in excess of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00), the property of
Troy Blood, knowing the property to have been stolen, or under circumstances as would
Page 1 of2

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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reasonably induce him to believe that the property was stolen, and with the intent to deprive the
owner permanently of the use or benefit of the property, and/or knowingly used, concealed, or
abandoned the property in such a manner as to deprive the owner of permanently of such benefit
or use, and/or used, concealed, or abandoned the property knowing such use, concealment,
abandonment probably would deprive the owner permanently of such benefit or use, all of which
is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against
the peace and dignity of the people of the State of Idaho. Said complainant therefore prays for
proceedings according to law.
DATED this

Page 2 of 2

;t\

day of

_&.__.._u~°'-+--,----' 20 l L \
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM6 011 8/21/2014

ii

Description CR 2014-16229 Cheatham, Kevin 20140821 First Appearance Arraignment

I

I,,,...,..,.,

f"' .... 1....i .. ,,.,.11

ouu'1~ vo,un~"

Clerk Breanne Riley
Def Rights

I
I

I

Date 8/21/2014

03:07:12 PM
Judge Caldwell
Def

03:07:29 PM

i 1K-C~TROOM6
Note

Calls Case
Def Present In Custody Via Video
PA Present, Alex Klempel
nderstands rights

J

Grand Theft - Felony
Reviews charges/complaint
Set PH within 14 days

PA

10k bond
Request for No Contact Order
Reviews case facts

J

Set 10k bond
Appoints Public Defender
Issues NCO

03:08:58 PM

03:10:30 PM

03:10:58 PM

Location

Speaker

Time

03:07:2

"'

(~~_./~

End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www. fortherecord. com

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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8/21/2014

MUST BE COMPLETED
TO BE CONSIDERED

Wd"//Ji.,/

::/2)/fR.

AT
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

Filed

BY(~~

DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CASE NO.

APPLICATION FOR: =+-...,_...:;.---'-':.......L..-="';....;....:.."""-""'-""--'--:::::--'-----=--)
0 PARENT)

l

BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ )
PARENT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR

~~/t;;;;:,;3-/

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER

)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)

NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a minor, please answer the following questions as they
apply to his/her parents or legal guardian. Include information for you and your spouse.
I, the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf of a minor), being first duly sworn on oath, depose and
say in support of my request for court appointed counsel:
My current mailing address is:

/!l.o

J;

'Street or P.0.

w '!torr! ihfr
Box'

/ttJ-:'ll}en

'f;;"-

X/2

City

State

'2?J>3:5
Zip Code

_;,J.5...L..1...:.6.;)....{-/-----------

My current telephone number or message phone is: ~bf},~~--·--___.c.J.__::;::;;~£,,t..._
...
Crimes Charged:

Pa5cf/oh

l)f.'--

GT&! t:_rl

Pt{o/Jo;(J>y

i request the Court appoint counsel at county expense; and I agree to reimburse the county for the cost of said
defense, in the sum and upon the terms as the Court may order.
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION:
1. EMPLOYMENT:
, /
A. Employed: _ _yes _V_nno

• /
8. Spouse Employed: _ _yes )L__no

C. If not employed, or self-employed, last date of employmen~,.....~-~r,.g....;=-i./...!:2._==----+l....!:?f~·_·_ _ _ _ _ __
D. My employer is: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:-------------------------------2.

HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse):
- ••
•
,•r
r,. r,.
\ I e"A r"\ r'
Wages before deductions $"""!i_____
umer income: l;:,pecny: vn11a ;:,uppon, .:>.-=>., v ..:,., /"\.u.v.,
Less Deductions
$=-&_ _ _ __
Food Stamps, Etc.)
Net Monthly Wages
$.._.{)_ _ _ __
' " ' L ! 1 _1

,..... _______ ....L

- - - - - - - - - - - - $0

3.

HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY:
. . ____
Rent or Mortgage Payment $ . f?J.__
Utilities
$,t:,()_____
Clothing

$._.().____ __

Transportation

$/&o

School
Food

Kevin Donald Cheatham

Child Care

$_(}_ _ __

Recreation
Medical

$""0------

l~uran~
Other (Specify)

$b~~----

$b{)_ _ __

$~V----

43263
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':2

\J.

LJf"II ICC:LJf"II
I

n

C:VOC:1'.ICC:C I\Af"ll'.ITLJI V· /,-..,-..n+ \

l'-'\J\,,JL..I 1'-''-LJ

'-'"

L-1'1'-'L..'-'

IVl'-'1",11 I

I

11... I •

\\JVIIL•/

l (lc6, Lot:t.f\.

DEBTS: Creditor
Creditor
Creditor
4.

Total $ -'-~
.............!:>"-----

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ per mo

Total$ - - - - - Total $

$

per mo

$

per mo

------

ASSETS:

A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks

$.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B. I (we) own personal property valued at

~ ~,£@

C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at

$~

D. I (we) own real property valued at

E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $ ()
5.

THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6.

DEPENDENTS:

,,,,,,
.
,,,,,,
,,, SI LBs)',

(2

self

spouse

~

_j__children
(number)

.

APPLICANT

\ G>~

rn ..
.,
Subscribe~anciswoJF"t;~"'foreirne jis
"" -~
'UBL~
:
...
-:,.',<.Pl.·•
•..
0....
,,,-1~·········
,,,.;,,,
... ......•••··~
'
.
,,,, 12 OF \0 ,,,'/
,,,,,,. ,,,, ./ .

~--

~,OTAft)-

~

\

~

~ ~

other (specify) _ _ __

~~

,,,'-C,...••••••••••••·-:~
'TA.4'~
,~,
~

~" •••
~~I
-~:

IL

J-f ~

day of

,A«::Jµ

f

, 20

7 -''-------------i:--;..;;..-,¥'_=

i '/.

~
~-

~ ( )

.

--

~/CLERlSGE

The above named
defendant
parent
guardian appeared before the
court on the aforesaid charge and requested the a· of counsel. The court having considered the foregoing, and
having personally examined the applicant;
ORDERS
DENIES the appointment of the service of
counsel.
monthly beginning _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 20 _ _
The applicant is ordered to pay$
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until
[ ] notified by the court that no furthei amount is due.
[ ] the sum of$
has been paid.
THE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT
THE CONCLUSION OF THE CASE; THIS AMOUNT MAY BE IN ADDIT: ONT
ORDERED ABOVE.
ENTERED this

Custody Status:

2c{

~

day of

/i-~v s/-;-20.-'7··--,

.,.

JUDGE
Out

C~p~:

,,i. ,,,.~

~

[ f!S""~cuting Attorney _,[..-<-'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Bond$

46J[D

[ ~blic Defender

Date
Kevin Donald Cheatham

p

lerk
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl'."

Page 1 of 1

9/2/2014

Time

o9: 11 :4S AM

Note
Judge Marano

Def present, not in custody; DA Logsdon, PA Ms.
McC!inton

09: 12:07 AM DA

State has an unavailable witness, will waive. No objection
to states request for continuance

09:12:27 AM PA

ave a victim that is unavailable. Request a continuance
uestions defendant regarding continuance
No objection to continue
Reset w/ 21 days

Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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ORIGINAL

'S1ATE 'OF fDAHO ·. f
COUNTY
OF'· KOOTENAI SS.
l:'11 l:'ft,
'

Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759

........-

201~ SEP-9 PH 2: M)

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STA TE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

V.
KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING

---------------

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon,
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order continuing the preliminary
status hearing and preliminary hearing now set for September 19 and 25, 2014.
This motion is made on the grounds that Mr. Cheatham will be involved in an all-day
custody trial on September 25, 2014. He has previously waived his right to a speedy preliminary
hearing on September 2, 2014.

r__

DATED this _ _

day of September, 2014.
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY

"NO OBJECTION"

Br

t-f/l A LL- ~Ii/:1

BY:

DAVID ROBINS
DEPUTY PROSECUTOR
Page 1

MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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CERTIFICATE 0~' U~LIV~KY

copqof the foregoing was personally served by placing

I hereby certify that a true and correct
a copy of the same as indicated below on the

day of September, 2014, addressed to:

Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
Via Fax

_L

Interoffice Mail

Page2

MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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ORIGINAL
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Pubiic Defender
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759

STATE Of ID.A.HO
}
CGL:raY OF KOOTENAllss
F!LEO:

201~ SEP 17 AH 9: 51+

TY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
V.
)
)
KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,
)
)
Defendant.
)
________________)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

ORDER TO CONTINUE HEARING

The Court having before it the Motion to Continue Hearing and good cause appearing, now,
therefore
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the preliminary status hearing and preliminary hearing
scheduled for September 19 and 25, 2014 is to be continued and reset within 21 days of September

25,2014.
DATED this~

~ J:>~.

'/)~
day of September, 2 0 r ~

MAGISTRATE JUDGE

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that a true and correct
the foregoing was personally served by placing
a copy of the same as indicated below on the
day of September, 2014, addressed to:

co[¥_9{

Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701
Kootenai County Jail FAX: 446 1407 ::56);
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833

(jrnc,p '7_1~~

fl_,
c.1-:l--C.Vl (o

--,...L_

Q{/3.
Page 1

ORDER TO CONTINUE HEARING

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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J

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS
FILED:

Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
ST ATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
V.
)
)
)
KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,
)
Defendant.
)
_______________.)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

SECOND MOTION TO CONTINUE
HEARING

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon,
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order continuing the preliminary
status hearing and preliminary hearing now set for October 14 and 16, 2014.
This motion is made on the grounds that Mr. Cheatham and his family have planned for
months to go elk hunting from October 9-19 this year. He has previously waived his right to a
speedy preliminary hearing on September 2, 2014.

ris-

DATED this_'-"
_ _ _ day of September, 2014.
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY

BY:
JAY ·EOGSDO .·
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
SECOND
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING

Kevin Donald Cheatham

Page 1
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

I hereby certify that a true and correct co1g~f the foregoing was personally served by placing
a copy of the same as indicated below on the
day of September, 2014, addressed to:
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
Via Fax

L

Interoffice Mail

SECOND
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING

Kevin Donald Cheatham

Page2
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KUSH
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender
The Law Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759

STATE OF IDAHO
/
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS

F
- 1L£D;

ZOi~ SEP 30 PH 2: 56

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
V.

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME

---------------

COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon,
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order to Shorten Time.

This

motion is made on the grounds that the hearing scheduled with the Court to hear the Defendant's

Motion to Continue is scheduled for October 6, 2014.
DATED this

2, 0

day of September, 2014.

OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

BY:

Page 1

MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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C~KTUlLAl E OF DELiVERY

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a
day of September, 2014, addressed to:
copy of the same as indicated below on the

fil

Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
Via Fax

_j_

Interoffice Mail

Page 2

MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Pubiic Defender
The Law Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
ST A TE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
V.

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME

)

---------------

The Court having before it the Motion to Shorten Time and good cause appearing, now,
therefore
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the time required for filing of the Defendant's Motion \0
be shortened.

r\lcNI-.H~6 -iO f),E ~f'V

DATED this

/

i.0,..(o.-

>t..-)

1\-i" \',~ ~.1'\.,

~)6\(~

day ofSe~ber, 2014.

~~~
MAGISTRATE

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a
copy of the same as indicated below on the
day o ~ ~ 0 1 4 , addressed to:

I

/1 \

>...efvtGotenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701

X/'J ·

~ n a i County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833

ViaFax
Interoffice Mail

-0 /vD

ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME

Kevin Donald Cheatham

l/\/"\()·tJ~

~~V ~ V' ~ - ~

Page 1
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM4 on 10/6/2014
-

I

I

Description CR 2014-16229 Cheatham, David 20141006 Motio~~ t i n . /
... /
•
Judge Watson
\~A~.Y\,
Clerk Tiffany Burton

I

Datell 10/6/2014

Speaker

Time

II Location

o :IL
r

111 K-COURTROOM4 Y

Note

02:13:46 PM Judge
Watson

Calls Case; Def present w/ DA Ms. McCoy; PA Mr. Brooks

02:14:03 PM J

Reviews file; The reason for request?

02:14:27 PM

Def would like to go on a hunting trip, they obtain 100 percent .
of their meat for the winter during this trip and this is the only
. •.
time they can go.

DA
PA

Opposed to that; prelim has been continued twice before; at
some point we need to move forward. 3 witnesses have been . '
served and the state is ready to go.

J

Reviews file, prior continuances.

02:15:02 PM

02:15:39 P

~

02:17:22 PM J

..

Not able to find good cause; motion to continue denied.

02:17:59 PM End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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I..,og of lK-COURTROOMl:?

Page 1 of 1

10/14/2014

Description CR 2014-16229 Cheatham, Kevin 20141014 Preliminary Hearing Status
Conference
Judge Burton
Clerk Kally Mohler

Kvvrmoh lL-r

Date ,Gti4t2014

Time
09:00:18 AM
09:00:29 AM
09:00:31 AM
09:01:22 AM

Location

ll1K-COURTROOM12

Speaker

Note

Judge- Burton

Calls Case PA- Ken Brooks/PD- Jay Logsdon/DefendantKevin Cheatham (Out-Custody)- Present in Court

PD- Jay Logsdon

This matter will need to remain left set for Preliminary
Hearing

KCPA- Ken
Brooks

We have 3 Witnesses

Judge- Burton

That is set for October 16th at 1:30pm, and will remain left
set-

09:01:41 AM End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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Page I of I

Log of IK-COURTROOM4 r·· 10/16/2014

I

rrL 0 ~M;/~.

DescriptionJJ<?R.20~~-~6229 Cheatham, Kevin 20141016 frfm)narx HearinfJ

~/

Juage vvatson
Clerk Taylor Luckey
Date 10/16/2014

Location

1/JJJ.,

.

'j

111 K-COtRTR )OM4

I

/

(
\.,

c .... --1,_, ..

Time
01 :36:14 PM

Judge Watson

Calls Case
Def Present with Jay Logsdon Representing; PA Present,
Tara Maleck

01 :36:37 PM

Receives Pretrial Settlement Order

01:36~[DA

Def will waive prelim. pursuant offer from the state

01:37:03 PM

Understands. Spoke with atty. Reviewed and understands
PTSO.

Def

01 :37:27 PM
01 :37:46 PM

Understands rights to preliminary hearing. No pressure or
threats. Waives prelim.
J

01 :38:41 PM
!

Note

·-·

Accepts waiver
Bound Over - Judge Christensen
Reviews bench calendar

01 :38:50 PM Fnd
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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KO vn PROSECUTORS

2014/AUG/26/TUE 09:36

aftOO 1/00 !

FAX No. 208-44~-! 840

~0~4~.t,.
4/(!J;qi'P~ Q

r~r tf0~~
... __ ,__________________________ --------- ---------~.o
0

IN I tit: DISTRl(;T c;ouRT UI" I Ht: 1-lt(:;i I JUUl(;IAL D15 I Kil, I UI"

~...

'THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

~"-0·

/II,

State of Idaho
Case No. CR F14-16229

vs.
PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER
OFFER EXPIRES 14 DAYS AFTER PRELIM. DATE
or.other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHJilM

The State offers that in ex<:hange for Defendant's guilty plea(s) to;
Count

§l~tuto!Y Maximum Penal~

Charge

GRAND THEFT

and Defendant's agreementto:
@ Waive appeal as of right as to conviction

a,;i1 111 tenee.

· ~Pay restitution: FOR ALL COUNTS ORIGINALLY CHARGED - DEFENDANT WILL STIPULATE TO RESTITUTION IF
AMOUNT IS LESS THAN $1000. IF REQUESTED AMOUNT EXCEEDS $1000, RESTITUTION WILL BE SUBJECT TO
A HEARING.

·0

Other agreements: Waive Prelim Hearing :

· It will agree and recommend as follows:

~

Sentence recommendation: LOCAL AND PROBATION

r:l To dismiss/not file: C sentence enhancement/habitual D

other:

~Other agreement: NOT FILE ADDITIONAL CHARGES FOR CONDUCT REFERENCED IN POLICE REPORTS
DISCOVERED IN THIS CASE AS OF 25AUG14.
.

.

ihe STATE Is no longer bound to the aforementioned sentencing recommendations, nor is the Court bound to an
I.C.R. 11 (f) agreement; If ANY of the following occull' prior to sentencing:
(1) Defendant fails to appear In Court and/or at the first scheduled pre-sentence interviewi
· (2) Defendant violates any Court order or conditions of bail/release from custody;
(3) Defendant commits a new criminal offense.
The determination of whether or not the defendant has failed to appear is at the sole discretion of the ST ATE ..
New criminal offenses and violations of Court orders and conditions of ball/release need only be established by a
. finding of probable cause. It shaU not be a basis for the d&fendant to withdraw a guilty plea if the STATE seeks to
. make different recommendations pursuant to this paragraph, nor shall It be a basis for the defendant to withdraw
from an I.C,R, 11 (f) agreement
.•

NN 0 00NOH> ........, .... ,. ............ H••"'•H"'"'·""-"·"""••••
.

'·t,Ava··~·
' ..._:J: ·...... ·...·_____ . ,····.· .......-...... :· ···-··-··. ·-· .............. ·. . . . . . . .
I

Dated: 08/25/2014

·

· ·.

·.. ·

1,.

,,,,,,. ,~,

Prosecuting Attorney

.D

(:

1:::1
::i1

I REJECT THE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER,

ft(j ACCEPT'THE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER AND WAIVE TH

.

FOLLOWING
•
·1. The right to a jury or court trial.
COPY SENT
2, The right to be presumed innocent unless proven guilty beyond a reas nable doubt.
3. The right to confront and question the witnesses against-me.
4. The right to compel witness to come to eourt and testify for me.
5. The right to remain silent.
TO CLIENT
6. The right to appeal "" of right as to con~lctlon

1
:;J(,i,<j
~ /
• v q;
Defendant

Kevin Donald Cheatham

awtei:~

••d
{oAM¥
Date

43263
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·~

/i~efeeAttorney

·

/D~t; !If
Date
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FIRST JUI•" ,.,lAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO, C.
324 W. G, JEN AVENUE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D' AU,.

STATE OF IDAHO

vs.
KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM
FELONY CASE# CR-2014-0016229

ORDER

"t><f.

LDING
[ ) DISMISSING CH

CHARGE(S): COUNT 1- THEFT BY RECEIVING, POSSESSING OR DISPOSING OF STOLEN PROPERTY, ETC I18-2403(4) F

Amended t o : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

[

] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). [ ]Bond exonerated. [ ]NCO Lifted.
(Specify dismissed charge(s) on above line, if other charges still pending)

J;><l
[

Preliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s),

] Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the offense(s) set
forth above has / have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the named defendant is guilty
thereof,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound over to District Court.
The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this case number.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be admitted to bail in the amount of$ \ ~ ~ " } : . ; : ,
committed to the custody of the Kootenai County Sheriff pending the giving of such bail.
, c, '.../
[

] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having waived his/her
constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, thereafter pled guilty to the
charge(s) contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 days after the date
of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be accompanied by a brief in support of the
motion, and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled through the Court.

THIS CASE IS ASSIGNED TO JUDGE

ENTERED this

~ day of

--------------_ __.::>
J.Q;Jle;_ii as follows:
__ [ ] Defense Attorney -~l_G
] Prosecutor _....,!_G
__

Copies sent

] Assigned District Judge: [ ]interoffice delivery ~axed

[ ] Defendant

'1137olo

lC

0

PmolP .:J·o~

TCA Office ~-di 446-t!f24

[ ] Jail (if in custody at fax 446-1407)
] KCSO Records fax 446-1307 (re: NCO)

I

Deputy Clerk--':::p,,,,,£--,A.tJl.a."l:CJe::..1..,_,."+l-_.__ _ _ __
Order Holding Defendant/Dismis
Kevin Donald Cheatham
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STATE OF IOAHO
J
COUNTY OF KOOTENAJJSS
FILED:
BARRY MCHUGH
Kcvtenai County Prosecuting Attorney
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833

201 ~ OCT 21 PH I,: f-1

Assigned Attorney
David Gregory Robins

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Case No. CR-F14-16229

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
INFORMATION

VS.

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,
D.O.B.: 03/11/1994
S.S.N.: XXX-XX-6853
Fingerprint#: 2800080431

Defendant.

BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State of
Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse KEVIN DONALD
CHEATHAM with committing the crime of: GRAND-THEFT BY- POSSESSION . ·ov· -STOLEN PROPERTY, Idaho Code §18-2403(4), 2407(1)(b), committed as follows:

That the Defendant, KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM, on or about the 20th day of
August, 2014, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did knowingly receive, retain, conceal,
obtain control over, possess, dispose of, and/or control the disposition of stolen property, to-wit:
an Apple laptop with a value in excess of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00), the property of
Troy Blood, knowing the property to have been stolen, or under circumstances as would
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.

reasonably induce him to believe that the property was stolen, and with the intent to deprive the
owner permanently of the use or benefit of the property, and/or knowingly used, concealed, or
abandoned the property in such a manner as to deprive the owner of permanently of such benefit
or use, and/or used, concealed, or abandoned the property knowing such use, concealment,
abandonment probably would deprive the owner permanently of such benefit or useall of which
is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against
the peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho.
DATED this 20 day of OCTOBER, 2014.
BARRY MCHUGH
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney

l:>AVE.R}·

I

David Gregory Robins
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 21st day of October, 2014, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed P' faxed ri hand delivered r Just
Web
Jay Logsdon

1/ .·
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~ · 7 ZZ:_·_.-
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Description CR 2014-16229 Cheatham, Kevin 20141031 Arraignment
Judge Christensen
Clerk Taylor Luckey
Court Reporter Keri Veare

~CDtft~Q,~·,

PA - Tara Malek
DA - Jay Logsdon

Date 10/31/2014
Time
08:16:07 AM

08:16:21 AM

II Location

ll1K-CO JRTROOM1

Speaker
Judge
Christensen
DA

~

Note
Calls Case
Defendant Present Out of Custody with Jay Logsdon
Representing; PA Present, Tara Malek
ting Guilty Plea

08:16:26 AM J

Receives pretrial settlement offer

08:16:40 AM
PA

Guilty to Grand Theft
Def to pay restitution to all counts, stip if less than 1k. Won't file
additional charges.

DA

Correct

Def

Understands PTSO. Has copy of information. Confirms name,
deb, ssn on information document. Waives reading of
information.

08:17:23 AM
08:17:27 AM

08:18:03 AM

Reviews rights.
J

08:19:07 AM
Def
I 08:20:47 AM
I 08:20:52AM1~
08:21:05 AM

Def

Reviews charge/potential penalties
. Grand Theft by Possession of Stolen Property
9th grade. Little trouble reading. Was able to read information
with counsel. Understands charges. Understands rights upon
guilty plea. Understands restitution. Understands guilty plea.
Pleads Guilty to Grand Theft by Possess
·-- r"\--"---..1-nt

- - - ·- ·-

No mental illness. Not on medication. No promises or threats.
Satisfied with counsel.

08:21:41 AM

I was in possession of stolen property, I knkew it was stolen

08:21:49 AM J

Accepts guilty plea. Knowingly and Voluntarily entered.

08:22:05 AM

Set Sentencing 12/30 3pm
Order PSI - Contact P&P

08:23:06 AM

End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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Assigned t o : - - - - - - Assigned: _ _ _ _ _ _ __,__
First Judicial District Court, State of Idaho
In and For the County of Kootenai
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATIONS

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,

Case No: CR-2014-0016229
ORDER FOR PRE - SENTENCE INVESTIGATION
REPORT
CHARGE(s):

VS.

Kevin Donald Cheatham
118-2403(4) F Theft by Receiving, Possessing or Disposing of
Stolen Property, etc

190 E Wyoming Ave
Hayden, ID 83835

ROA: PSI01- Order for Presentence Investigation Report

On this Friday, October 31, 2014, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable Rich
C~stensen to be completed for Court appearance on:

L":€cew1loer ?:Q, 201L( 3r (Y)

AM attheabovestated courthouse.

D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PS101 ROA code)
D Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI:

Evaluator: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other_ _ _ _ _ __

PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation
WHJ/JOC O Probation D PD Reimb D Fine

D

ACJ

D

Restitution

D

Other: - - - - - - - - - - - -

DEFENSE COUNSEL: Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender_ _ _ _ _ __

'S\J\Gl...e_, ~

PROSECUTOR: Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY:

Cc:

D YES

)(No

1¢_

.JC_ Prosecut' g Attorney for Kootenai County
-LL. Defense Attorney: Jay Logsdon, Deputy u

NO

lie Defender

__DL EMAILED: d1sudintake@idoc.idaho.gov
_lC2_ Defendant,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

r7w{J1

'~
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STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No.
Plaintiff,

ORDER TO REPORT TO
PROBATION
In Custody [ ] Yes

~a
D

TYPE OF HEARING

ETAINED JURISDICTION
ENTENCING
ROBATION VIOLATION

IT IS ORDERED that you physically report to Probation and Parole no later than the next business day
after the date of this order, or if currently incarcerated, the next business day after your release.

Probation & Parole
202 Anton
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
(208) 7 69-1444
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that your continued release is conditioned upon your making and keeping all

Other:----------------

1.- In Court

CLE~f'lic~:n:=-rl~'T.l.lr
BY:_---C:=~""---__,....+-..,.,,__-+--~~"'c--f>--4--Kevin Donald Cheatham
ORDER TO REPORT TO PROBATION
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Description CR 2014-16229 Cheatham, Kevin Donald 20141230 Sentencing
Judge Rich Christensen
Clerk Kathy Booth
Court Reporter Julie Foland
PA Donna Gardner
DA Jay Langsdon

D
Time
03:09:00 PM

Location

014

~~

C

111 K-COURTROOM1

Note

J~ker

Calls case - PA Gardner, DA Logsdon present with defendant not in custody - for sentencing

J

03:09:22 PM PA

I have a copy of the PSI and have no corrections.

03:09:30 PM

I reviewed the PSI with defendant - provides corrections to PSI.
Submits letter and medical document. The medical document
should be filed under seal.

DA
03: 11

:10PMlri;;

03:12:32 PM
J
I 03:14:06 PM IPA

I03:14:16 PM IJ
03:14:33 PM

PA

03:14:45 PM J
03:14:55 PM

PA

03:15:00 PM J
03:15:10 PM

DA

1
'."':;'

·:;

:--·:iewed the documents

Reviews submissions of DA - It's appropriate to place these
under seal and the court SO ORDERS - LETTER AND OTHER
ACCOMPANYING MATTERS
We recommend probation
In the PSI defendant complains of a co-defendant obtaining a
misdemeanor - is there a reason?
That would require a few minutes of my time to look the other
case up.
I'm curious if you have any further information.
I can look it up if you want me to.
Let's see what DA has to say.
He's a 20 year old with a 9th grade education without a GED. He
was in the juvenile system and got caught a few times as an
early adult. He had buddies involved in shoplifting and things like
that. He cut himself out of that when his child was born. He lives
with his mother who he helps take care of. A friend of the
family's son came over with items at outrageously reduced
prices and they were put in his room. This doesn't make much
sense. He and his family were upset with the indication that the
co-defendants didn't get the same amount of charges. I
understand that feeling.
He needs to get his life together. He has some custody matters
coming up next month. A lot of the things he needs to deal with

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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I

are problems he created himself. We're asking for probation as
we think it wiii reaiiy heip him. He has iearning disabiiities and
needs something to put him on the right path. He has a child that
he's trying to get some level of custody for and this is a lot of
reason for him to get his life back together. We request a
withheld judgment and even if you don't grant it there is a way he
can get this off his record. He had a prior felony as a juvenile.

II

03:19:11 PM
03: 19:29 P~v~
03: 1~- "'""'1:-1

PA
'"'

'-''"'

.

I

I don't know the reason why the co-defendant was charged
differently.
I'm sorry for what I've done. I'm owning up to what I've done.
I know of no legal reason to not proceed to entry of judgment

.-

GUilTY ON PLEA - GRAND THEFT BY POSSESSION OF
STOLEN PROPERTY

03:21:25 PM

I'm glad you said something because when I read the PSI I saw
someone who was not accountable for his actions. I think you
knew the computer was stolen.
5 YEARS WITH 3 FIXED AND 2 INDETERMINATE
J
2 YEARS PROBATION
SUPERVISION LEVEL PER PO
PAY UP TO $100 FOR THE PSI
NO CRIMES
SEARCHES/ TESTS/ EVALUATIONS/ TREATMENT PER PO
WORK OR SCHOOL
03:24:26 PM Def

I am my mother's caretaker

03:24:33 PM

I'll CONSIDER THAT TO BE OUR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT
BUT YOU ALSO ARE TO ENROLL IN AND ATTEMPT TO
COMPLETE YOUR GED BY THE END OF YOUR PROBATION

J

60 DAYS JAIL- CREDIT 2 DAYS SERVE 15 DAYS JAIL 2
DAYS PER WEEK - CONSECUTIVE WEEKENDS - REPORT
FRIDAY EVENING 7:00 PM 1/2/15 RELEASE SUNDAY 7:00
PM UNTIL 15 DAYS SERVED THEN 13 DAYS SCLP BY MAY
1, 2015 BALANCE OF 30 DAYS ARE UNSCHEDULED SIGN
UP FOR SCLP WITHIN 7 DAYS
NO ALCOHOL OR BARS
TAKE NO SUBSTANCE TO ALTER TESTING RESULTS
NO INAPPROPRIATE PERSONS
SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION AND NOT RESIST
ATTEMPTS TO RETURN YOU TO IDAHO
150 HOURS COMMUNITY SERVICE WITHIN 1 YEAR

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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•
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1/30/2014

II~~?.~?. -~~00 ~UBLIC_ DEFE~DER SERVICES $20 AND $90 I
l,,;UMMUNI I Y ~t:.KVll,,;t:. t-t:.t:.~

RESTITUTION LEFT OPEN FOR 60 DAYS
Advises of right to appeal contact P&P by 5 pm tomorrow
03:31:36 PM
03:31:36 PM End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, S
OF IDAHO
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Kevin Donald Cheatham
Defendant.

Case No: CR-2014-0016229

JUDGMENT-SUSPENDED
EXECUTION

On Tuesday, December 30, 2014, before the Honorable Rich Christensen, District Judge,
you, Kevin Donald Cheatham, personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were Donna
Gardner, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, and your lawyer, Jay
Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender.
WHEREUPON, the Court reviewed the presentence report and the Court having
ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the presentence report and review it with
your lawyer, and you having been given the opportunity to explain, correct or deny parts of the
presentence report, and having done so, and you having been given the opportunity to make a
statement and having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State
and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment and sentence should
not then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its judgment and sentence as follows:

JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION:

Kevin Donald Cheatham

CR-2014-0016229
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THIS COURT that

you, Kevin Donald Cheatham, having been advised of and having waived your constitutional
rights to a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, and thereafter having plead
guilty of the criminal charge( s) stated in the Information on file herein, I.C. 18-2403(4) Grand
Theft by Possession of Stolen Property, a felony, you are sentenced pursuant to Idaho Code

§ 19-2513 to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Corrections, to be held and incarcerated by
said Board in a suitable place for a unified sentence not to exceed five (5) years with a fixed
term of three (3) years followed by two (2) year indeterminate . You shall be given credit for

time previously served.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the execution of sentence be suspended for a period

of two (2) years, during which time you will be on supervised probation.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you comply with each of the following TERMS
AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION:
1. That you shall be placed on a level of supervision to be deemed appropriate by the

Department of Corrections and further that you follow all rules and regulations as directed by
your probation officer and further that you sign a Probation Agreement.
2. That you shall pay an amount to be determined by the Department of Corrections, not
to exceed one hundred ($100), for the cost of conducting the presentence investigation and
preparing the presentence investigation report. The amount will be determined by the
Department and paid by you in accordance with the provisions ofl.C. §19-2516.
3. That you shall not commit any criminal offenses.
4. Tnat you shall submit to searches of your person, personal prnperty, automobiles, and
residence without a search warrant at the request or direction of your probation officer.
5. That you shall submit to a test of your blood, breath or urine to analysis and at your
own expense at the request or direction of your probation officer. This includes an independent
request by law enforcement with legal cause to request such testing.
6. That you shall make every effort to obtain and maintain full-time employment or
enrolled in a full-time educational program. The Court considers caretaking of your mother as
JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION:

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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fuli-time employment. You are required to enroii in and attempt to complete your GED by the
end of your probationary period.
7. That you shall pay fines, court costs, restitution and/or reimbursement as follows:
a. Court costs and surcharge
b. Community Service Signup Fee
c. Community Service Insurance
d. Reimbursement for Public Defender services

$240.50
$ 20.00
$ 90.00
$200.00

TOTAL:

$550.50

All of the above sums are to be paid to the Kootenai County Clerk, 324 W. Garden
Avenue, P.O.Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 in the form of cash, certified check or
money order by one (1) year.
8. That sixty (60) days jail are imposed as follows: Credit shall be given for two (2)
days previously served. You shall report to the Kootenai County on January 2, 2015, 7:00 pm
with release January 4, 2015, 7:00 pm for consecutive weekends Fridays at 7:00 pm through
Sundays at 7:00 pm until fifteen (15) days jail are completed. You shall complete thirteen (13)
days on Sheriffs Community Labor Program. You must sign up for the labor program within
seven (7) days and completed by May 1, 2015.

The balance of thirty (30) days jail is

unscheduled and may be imposed at any time during your probation at the request of your
probation officer and written approval of the District Court.
9. That you attend and complete any treatment programs as directed by the Probation
Department including but not limited to treatment for substance abuse, mental health issues,
cognitive self-change or vocational rehabilitation. You shall submit to any evaluations for such
treatment as directed by the Probation Department.
10. That you not enter into establishments wherein the primary source of income is
derived through the dispensing of alcoholic beverages during the period of your probation.
Further that you not consume or possess any alcoholic beverages during the period of your
probation.
11. You are precluded from taking any substances that may alter the results of any
testing.
JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION:

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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12. That you not associate with anyone deemed inappropriate by your probation officer.
13. That you sign a waiver of extradition and further that you not resist any attempts to
return you to the State of Idaho.
14. That you shall complete one hundred fifty (150) hours community service within one
(1) year.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that so long as you abide by and perform all of the
foregoing conditions, execution of the original judgment and sentence will continue to be
suspended. If you violate any of the terms and conditions of your probation, you will be brought
before the Court for execution of the balance of your sentence.
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this to the Idaho
Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the
written order in this matter.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal,
you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment
of counsel at public expense. If you have any questions concerning you right to appeal, you
should consult your present lawyer.
ENTERED this

711.-

JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION:

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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CERTIFICA

O•' MAlLlNl-i/SEK VILE

t[}(~

.J..!:....

I hereby certify that on the
day of
15, a copy of the foregoing
Judgment was mailed-postage prepaid, emailed, faxed, or sent by interoffice mail to:

~ Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County (FAX: (208) 446-1833)

"'
Defense Attorney Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender - pdfax@kcgov.us
:::::-..~ Probation & Parole - distl@idoc.idaho.gov
"-" Idaho Dept of Correction - centralrecords@idoc.idaho.gov
~CCD Sentencing Team ccdsentencingteam@idoc.idaho.gov . \..., /,,,,..1L./~-J/JD-T{'. 1 j <
"-,.~ Kootenai County Sheriffs Department - email to "'Jail Oroup'Z'.A,l.U{ vr ' ~ £ . .
, ·V....L>
1
~Community Service Department- email to dzook@kcgov.us
_ _Accounts Payable- email to nvigil@kcgov.us
_ _ Idaho Department of Transportation (FAX: (208) 334-87 9)

JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION:

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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Jan. 9. 2015 10:36AM

KC Public Defender

No. 4/26

~. 1/4

\0:~J,r?1,!fsJ1SH
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446·1701
Bar Number: 8759

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

CASE NUMBER

)

CR-14·0016229
Fel

)
)

V.
KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon,
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this honorable Court to amend the judgment entered
in this matter on December 30, 2014 to allow him to move the jail time he is to complete from
January 9, 2015, to January 11, 2015, to April 17, 2015, to April 19, 2015.
This Motion is made on the grounds that Mr. Cheatham's Aunt, his mothet·'s sister, has
passed on January 8, 2015. Her body is being held for cremation in Lewiston, ID. The family
cannot afford a funeral and their only oppo1tunity to view the body and hold a memorjal is

January 9, 2015, the day this Motion is being filed. It is unlikely that Mr. Cheatham and his
mother will be able to see the body and attend the memorial and have Mr. Cheatham make it to
the Kootenai County Public Safety Building by 7:00 PM.

MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT
Kevin Donald Cheatham
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KC Pu bl i c Def ende r

No. 4726

P. 2/4

Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument,

evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is l Ominutes.
Ii(',
DA TED this _ _ _ day of January, 2015.
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY
''NO OBJECTION"

IA/ir

Bx b:/Jtt(~·(

BY:

DA'9'ID ROBINS
DEPUTY PROSECUTOR

DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct cop~f the foregoing was personally seived by placing
a copy of the same as indicated below on the "'I
day of January, 2015, addressed to:
·
KooJ:enai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
_/_ Viafax
Interoffice Mail

MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT
Kevin Donald Cheatham
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Jan.

9. 2015 10:35AM

KC Public Defender

No. 4725

1

P. 1

RUSH

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff,
V.

KEVIN DONALD C~ATHAM,

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT

)
Defendant.

)
)

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon,
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this honorable Court to amend the judgment entered

.

in this matter on December 30, 2014 to allow him to move the jail time he is to complete from
January 9, 2015> to January 11, 2015, to April 17, 2015, to April 19, 2015.
This Motion is made on the grounds that Mr. Cheatham's Aunt, his mother's sister, has
passed on January 8, 2015. Her body is being held for cremation in Lewiston, ID. The family
c~rmot afford a funeral and their only opportunity to view the body and hold a memorial is
January 9, 2015, the day this Motion is being filed. It is unlikely that Mr. Cheatham and his
mother will be able to see the body and attend the memorial and have Mr. Cheatham make it to
the Kootenai County Public Safety Building by 7:00 PM.

MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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KC

Pu bl i c

Def ende r

No. 4725

P. 2

Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument,
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes.
DATED this __£._(_day of January, 2015.
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY
''NO OBJECTION"

I.Alt~"

Bx &11t,1~·t

BY:

DA~ID ROBINS
DEPUTY PROSECUTOR

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

I hereby certify that a true and correct cop)j.pfthe foregoing was personally served by placing
a copy of the same as indicated below on the '"'I
day of January, 2015, addressed to:
·
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
_i_ ViaFax
Interoffice Mail

MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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KC P b1ic Defender

No. 4725

11

enTi: rn= 10AH(/) ~
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender
~~UNTY OF KO 1:-/
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County FIL : 1
PO Box 9000
i\T
DS R
1
Coeur d Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759

P. 3

RUSH

1sS-J
'~

LOG

1

(

IN THE DI§TRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
Plaintiff,

V.
KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,

)

CASE NUMBER

)
)
)
)
)

CR-14-0016229
Fel

ORDER AMENDING JUDGMENT

)
)
)

Defendant.
The Comt having before it the Motion to Amend Judgment and good cause appearing, now,
therefore
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant will not tum himself into the county jail on
January 9, 2015 at 7:00 PM, but instead must tum himself in on January 16, 2015 at 7:00 PM to be

released on January 18, 2015 at 7:00 PM, and for consecutive weekends Friday at 7:00 PM through
Sunday at 7:00 PM till thilteen days are completed.

_-//
{//£"--

ORDERED this _.e.....1_ _ _ day of Janua1y, 2015.

ORDER AMENDING JUDGMENT

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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KC P,,b]ic Defender

No. 4725

P. 4

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby ce1ti fy that a true and correct co~ o,i,e foregoing was perSonally se1ved by placing
a copy of the same as indicated below on the
day of Jan~ary, 2015, addresse~~

~ tj}fbr~

~KootenaiCountyPublicDefenderFAX446-1701 c/'t'
'-..._ Kootenai CountyProsecutorFAX446"1~~3/J.... .kh,)_JrQ~( JK"
~ t e n a i County Jail Jlll;X 44tla:t4Q< '-j~..x
/UY 'lei--"

if

Th~

/

Lf

_

-_ ·, /)

Yf('f)J"

/

Interoffice Mail
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,

V.
KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon,
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this honorable Court to amend the judgment in above
entitled matter to permit the defendant to continue to live at his parents' home.
This Motion is made on the grounds that Probation and Parole have ordered the defendant
to either leave home or for all firearms to be removed from the premises. The defendant's
parents have firearms in a safe that the defendant cannot access. Further, the crime for which the
defendant pled guilty is not a violent crime and does not ban him from owning firearms after
probation is over. See, I.C. § 18-3316. The requirement imposed by Probation is patently
overbroad. Overbroad conditions of probation are not allowed. See, State v. Russell, 122 Idaho
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515,518 (1991) overruled on other grounds by 122 Idaho 488 citing TYiggins v. State, 386 So.2d
46 (Fla.Dist.Ct.App.1980); Mays v. State, 349 So.2d 792 (Fla.Dist.Ct.App.1979).
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument,
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes.
DATED this

2-7

day of January, 2015.
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY

BY:
J/,\'YLOGSDO
/r)EPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing
a copy of the same as indicated below on the {):t day of January, 2015, addressed to:
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
Via Fax

J

Interoffice Mail
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Description CR 2014-16229 Cheatham, Kevin Donald 20150323 Motion
Judge Rich Christensen
Clerk Kathy Booth
Court Reporter Keri Veare

J

PA Art VerHaren
DA Jay Logsdon
Date 3/23/~
Time

Location

"'-

J

11

i/'.
I '

I
!

OViRTROorwf

Note

I Speaker II

03:11:03 PM

11 ...

I

I

Calls case - PA VerHaren, DA Logsdon present with defendant not in custody - for motion to amend judgment. The judgment was
previously amended re: jail time. This is defense motion to not
have P&P pay attention to general term of probation?

03:11:53 PM IDA

II Basically, yes.

I

03:12:00 PM C

!swears

I

03:12:17 PM

Steven Wesley Cheatham - Hayden in a 2 level rancher on a lot
with a small garden shed and shall work shop. My son Kevin lives
with me. I own 11 guns and 2 BB guns. They are at a friends
home now to comply vvith terms of probation. I have a locking gun
room with a locking gun cabinet and this is across the hall from
the master bedroom. It's a locking door knob on the door and the
guns are kept inside the room in a locked gun cabinet made of
wood. I have the only key to the room and the 1 key set to the gun
cabinet.

#1

Kevin stays in the basement. The basement and the house are
connected. I'd be willing to abide by not allowing Kevin access to
the guns.
03:15:16 PM

XE#1

My wife and I, son and his girlfriend live at the home. I work 10
hours a day at Inland Asphalt. My son is home all day care taking
for my wife. \fvhen I'm not there she's in charge. It's our property.
He's been living there off-and-on his whole life. He's very familiar
with the house and my habits. My son could move out when
financially available.

I

I moved the guns out right after sentencing and placed on
probation. The guns are at my friend Tom Vineyard's house 12-15
miles away.
1

1

03:17:41 PM J

Excused

03:17:44 PM

PA

Ca!!s #2

03:17:49

C

03:17:53 PM
Kevin Donald Cheatham

II Swears

II Ken McAnally - IDOC supervising officer for defendant since he
43263
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II was put on probation. It's a standard requirement that they can't
#2

03:19:05 PM

XE#2

iive in a house where there are firearms. They must sign off on
this requirement. This is for officer safety. We ask that the
conditions of probation not be amended due to officer safety.
I've been a probation officer 8 months. I went through training not
too long ago. Officer safety is an outstanding reason for not
having firearms at the residence. Trainers told us felons are not to
be in possession of firearms. I know that exceptions are
sometimes made. Law enforcement officers with family members
who are felony living in the residence have been given exceptions
to firearms in the residence. To my knowledge these are the only
exceptions. District manager Eric Kiehl went over the exceptions
with me.

I

03:22:16 PM XE

!None

03:22:19 PM

XE byJ

I believe it is a case-by-case basis and I do not know if it matters
what the crime is. I do not know of any other exceptions.

J

Excused

03:23:05
03:23:08 P

I\

Calls #3

I

03:23:11 PM C

!swears

03:23:13 PM

Donald Eric Kiehl - District Manager IDOC. Exceptions to allowing
offenders to having firearms in the home - exception would be for
current law enforcement officer living in the home. The offense
would also be taken into consideration. We'll take a look at each
of the exceptions individually and it's ultimately my decision. I
looked at this case and made a decision not to make the
exception. This is for officer safety and safety of the offender.
#3

I heard that in this case the weapons would be behind 2 locked
doors. I can appreciate that from a family members point of view
but I can't guarantee that the offenders don't have access even
though the people tell me they don't. If the firearm was found to
be not locked up when we do a check the offender could be
,..h-:,rr,arl

\.,IICU~V\.i.

If
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a safety hazard and cause us to have to react I just don't want
anyone getting hurt.
03:27:15 PM

XE

I

There have been times in the past that I've allowed firearms kept
in a home if the officer indicated they weren't concerned about it
and I felt reasonably assured that they were locked. I have since
changed my view and require that there be an officer in the home
and even that is not 100% approval. I don't want the probationer
to get himself into trouble.
I can't say exactly when I changed my mind about it. I meet
quarterly with peers and this topic comes up from time-to-time. I'll
say that my philosophy changed a few years back.

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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II It's within the agreement of supervision that addresses this and it

II

aiso indicates that i'm the one that can grant approval. I brought
an unsigned sheet with conditions of probation with me - front
page condition #10.

03:32:00 P
"" ,...,... ,.....,.
V.J. r,V/ r IVI
J

SIDE BAR

03:32:53 PM #3

It's a written policy that IDOC adopted

03:33:32 PM

I have not had an occasion to make a determination to deny a
probationer who lives with a family member who is law
enforcement. Since I've been a district manager here I've made
the determination to allow this a couple of dozen times.

~-

XE #3 by

J

II

like this marked as EX A

03:34:45 PM J

Does either party wish to brief this matter?

03:34:58 PM DA

That would be a good idea - 2 weeks

03:35:05 PM

Defense will have 2 weeks and the state will have 2 weeks
following that for any response and reply brief done 10 days after
submission of the state's brief.

J
This condition is still in effect and the court has made no ruling.
You still have to abide by this condition and you do not have
permission to have firearms in the residence you are living.

03:36:06 PM Def
lfro:36:1Q:-'~v~

I understand.

II

, 03:36:10 PM End
Produced by FTR Gold™
www.fortherecord.com
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Pubiic Defender
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT F THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
V.

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO AMEND JUDGMENT

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon,
Deputy Public Defender, and submits this Memorandum in Support ofhis previously filed Motion to
Amend Judgment which sought to amend the judgment in above entitled matter to permit the
defendant to continue to live at his parents' home.
ISSUES
A. Whether the defendant may be prohibited from possessing a firearm as a condition of
probation.
B. Whether the defendant may be prohibited from living with his family in a residence where a
firearm is kept.
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C. Whether the Idaho Department of Corrections may prohibit the defendant from iiving in a
residence where a firearm is kept in a secured location because the owner of the firearms is
not a member of law enforcement.
FACTS
On December 30, 2014, this Court sentenced Mr. Cheatham, then twenty years old, for Grand
Theft by Possession of Stolen Property. The Court ordered that Mr. Cheatham "follow all rules and
regulations are directed by [his] probation officer." The Court also ordered that Mr. Cheatham sign a
probation agreement. Mr. Cheatham did so. A copy of the standard probation agreement is in
evidence in this case as Defense Exhibit A. The tenth rule states that Mr. Cheatham may not live in
a residence where guns are kept unless they are secured and he has the written permission of the
District Manager for Probation and Parole. The purpose of the rule, as testified to by Department of
Corrections District Manager Eric Kiehl, is twofold- to prevent probationers from possibly violating
probation by having easy access to guns, and to prevent dangerous situations that may occur for a
probation officer, the probationer, and anyone in the residence should a gun go missing.
Mr. Cheatham at the time of his sentencing was living with his parents and girlfriend. They
live in a two story rancher. Mr. Cheatham and his girlfriend occupy the basement. Mr. Cheatham's
father Steven Cheatham owns eleven guns. These guns were kept in a locked wooden cabinet that
requires a key, in a locked room that requires a key. Only Steven Cheatham had the keys to the room
and the cabinet. Mr. Cheatham provides assistance to his mother, who is an invalid. Thus, in order
to comply with probation's rule, the guns left the house rather than Mr. Cheatham.
Mr. Cheatham is seeking an exception from this rule. Mr. Kiehl, the District Manager for.
Probation and Parole for this region, has testified that within the last few years he has decided no one
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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may have an exception to the rule save for those who have famiiy in iaw enforcement because they
are required by their employment to have a firearm in the home. Mr. Cheatham's request was
denied. He now seeks relief from the rule in this Court.
ARGUMENT

A. Whether the defendant may be prohibited from possessing a firearm as a condition of
probation.
It is well established that probationers have a lower expectation of privacy and liberty. Griffin

v. Wisconsin, 483 U.S. 868, 874 (1987); State v. Gawron, 112 Idaho 841, 843 (1987). In federal
courts, the court must make an explicit finding on the record that conditions of probation "[involve]
no greater deprivation of liberty than is reasonably necessary." See 18 U.S.C. § 3583(d)(2). The
Ninth Circuit has held that a court, when fashioning a condition of probation that infringes on a
fundamental right guaranteed by the Constitution, must make a record as to what evidence in the
record it relied on to conclude that the condition was necessary to one of the goals of probation and
establish that it does not deprive liberty greater than reasonably necessary. US. v. Wolf Child, 699
F.3d 1082, 1093 (9th Cir.2012).
In Idaho, I.C. § 19-2601 gives the trial court discretion to suspend a defendant's sentence,
retain jurisdiction, and ultimately place the defendant on probation "under such terms and conditions
as the court deems necessary and expedient." I.C. § 19-2601(4). The statute does not, however,
provide the trial court with authority to impose arbitrary or unreasonable conditions. State v.

Wakefield, 145 Idaho 270,273 (Ct.App.2007). The purpose of probation is to give the defendant an
opportunity to be rehabilitated under proper control and supervision. Id. Thus, a condition of
probation must be reasonably related to the purpose of probation, which is rehabilitation. State v.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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Sandoval, 92 Idaho 853, 860-61 (1969). The Idaho Court of Appeais has heid that:
As a condition of granting freedom to a probationer, society has the right to impose
stringent limitations on behavior. This may include restrictions on important liberties,
such as the right to travel, to change jobs or residences, or even to marry.

State v. Davis, l 07 Idaho 215 (Ct.App.1984). While certainly true, the fact remains that fundamental
rights cannot be infringed on a mere rational basis. The discretion to impose conditions of probation
as granted by LC. § 19-2601 is circumscribed by constitutional safeguards. Human liberty is
involved. A probationer still has the right to enjoy a significant degree of privacy, or liberty, under
the Fourteenth Amendment to the federal Constitution. See Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 4 71, 482
(1972); United States v. Consuelo-Gonzalez, 521 F.2d 259,265 (9th Cir.1975).
The crime for which the defendant pled guilty is not a violent crime and does not ban him
from owning firearms after probation is over. See, LC.§ 18-3316. Thus, this Court need not concern
itself with the "longstanding prohibitions on the possession of firearms by felons." District of

Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 626 (2008). The question is, to what extent does a probationer
have a right to self defense? May a probationer be prohibited from owning a firearm?
"Self-defense is a basic right, recognized by many legal systems from ancient times to the
present day ... " McDonaldv. City ofChicago, 130 S.Ct. 3020, 3036 (U.S.2010). In McDonald, the
Supreme Court reviewed the pedigree of the right to possess firearms and found it of the upmost
import and quality in this country and as guaranteed by the Second Amendment. See id. The Court
notes that after the Civil War, for example, the legislature was not even willing to disarm members
of the southern militias, believing it would infringe upon the Amendment. Id. at 3041 n. 25.
The Colorado Court of Appeals in People v. DeWitt, 275 P.3d 728 (Colo.2011), found that a
person can claim as an affirmative defense when charged with unlawfully possessing a firearm that
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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they needed the weapon for defense under the Colorado Constitution Articie II§ 13.

In the Second Amendment context, the North Carolina Court of Appeals held in Johnston v.
State, 735 S.E.2d 859 (N.C.App.2012) aff'd per curiam 749 S.E.2d 278 (N.C.2013), that the Second
Amendment required intermediate level scrutiny for regulations restricting Second Amendment
rights citing Heller, 554 U.S. at 635. The Minnesota Court of Appeals held the same in State v.

Craig, 807 N.W.2d 453, 464 (Minn.App.2011). Federal District Courts in Utah, Nevada, and
Virginia have applied strict scrutiny to regulations of the ownership of firearms for the purpose of
self defense rather than hunting. See US. v. Ligon, not reported in F.Supp.2d, 2010 WL 4237870
(D.Nev.2010); US. v. Walker, 709 F.Supp.2d460 (E.D.Va.2010); US. v. Engstrum, 609 F.Supp.2d
1227 (2009).
A probationer's right to own a firearm is secured not only from the Second Amendment but
also by Art. I§§ 1, 11, and 23. Those sections state in pertinent part:
All men are by nature free and equal, and have certain inalienable rights, among
which are enjoying and defending life and liberty; acquiring, possessing and
protecting property; pursuing happiness and securing safety.
The people have the right to keep and bear arms, which right shall not be abridged;
but this provision shall not prevent the passage of laws to govern the carrying of
weapons concealed on the person nor prevent passage of legislation providing
minimum sentences for crimes committed while in possession of a firearm, nor
prevent the passage of legislation providing penalties for the possession of firearms
by a convicted felon, nor prevent the passage of any iegisiation punishing the use of a
firearm. No law shall impose licensure, registration or special taxation on the
ownership or possession of firearms or ammunition. Nor shall any law permit the
confiscation of firearms, except those actually used in the commission of a felony.
The rights to hunt, fish and trap, including by the use of traditional methods, are a
valued part of the heritage of the State ofldaho and shall forever be preserved for the
people and managed through the laws, rules and proclamations that preserve the
future of hunting, fishing and trapping. Public hunting, fishing and trapping of
wildlife shall be a preferred means of managing wildlife. The rights set forth herein
do not create a right to trespass on private property, shall not affect rights to divert,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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appropriate and use water, or establish any minimum amount of water in any water
body, shall not lead to a diminution of other private rights, and shall not prevent the
suspension or revocation, pursuant to statute enacted by the Legislature, of an
individual's hunting, fishing or trapping license.
Thus, three differing provisions passed respectively in 1890, 1978, and 2012, certainly confer a right
to defend oneself, to hunt using traditional means, and to keep and bear arms.
Left then with a total prohibition on the regulation of the Idahoan' s right to keep and bear
arms save for a few exceptions which do not apply in this case, it does not appear that the a court has
the power to prohibit a probationer from possessing a firearm. Read with the other sections dealing
with self defense and the right to hunt, along with the general admonitions of due process oflaw and
equal protection contained in Art. I§§ 13 and 18, even if such a power exists, it must at least be
rational in its application and take care that they not infringe too far upon the probationer's rights.

B. Whether the defendant may be prohibited from living with his family in a residence
where a firearm is kept.
Assuming arguendo that a probationer in the defendant's position can be barred from
possessing firearms, the next question presented in this matter is whether he can be forced him his
home because another person he lives with possesses a firearm. In other words, can a court, knowing
that a defendant lives with people who own guns, require that either he or the guns leave the
residence. When a court requires a person to leave a particular place that is known at law as
banishment. See People v. Bauer, 21 Cal.App.3d 937, 944-45 (Cal.Ct.App.1st Dist.1989).
In Bauer, the Court invalidated a condition of probation requiring the defendant to live where
his probation officer directed. Id. at 944. The Court found:
The condition is all the more disturbing because it impinges on constitutional
entitlements-the right to travel and freedom of association. Rather than being
narrowly tailored to interfere as little as possible with these important rights, the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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restnct10n is extremely broad. l he conct1t1on gives the probation officer the
discretionary power, for example, to forbid appellant from living with or near his
parents-that is, the power to banish him. It has frequently been held that a
sentencing court does not have this power.
Id. at 944-45 citing People v. Dominguez, 256 Cal.App.2d 623, 628 (Cal.Ct.App.2nd Dist.1967);
People v. Beach, 147 Cal.App.3d 612, 620-623 (Cal.Ct.App. 2nd Dist. I983);Inre Scarborough, 76
Cal.App.2d 648, 649-651, 173 P.2d 825 (Cal.Ct.App. 3rd Dist. 1946); People v. Blakeman, 170
Cal.App.2d 596, 597-599, 339 P.2d 202 (Cal.Ct.App. I st Dist. I959);Inre Mannino, 14 Cal.App.3d
953,965 (Cal.Ct.App. 1st Dist 1971) overruled on other grounds by People v. Welch, 851 P.2d 802
(Cal.1993); People v. Watkins, 193 Cal.App.3d 1686 (Cal.Ct.App. 1st Dist. 1987). It is not entirely
clear what the court in Bauer had in mind since the defendant in that case, as in this one, was not told
he could not even go to his parents home, nor is there any mention that his parents and himselflived
together to give expression to some political opinion or religious belief.
Fortunately for the defendant, however, there is a much simpler reason that banishment under
these circumstances treads upon constitutional guarantees. In Moore v. City ofEast Cleveland, 431
U.S. 494, 502-06 (1932), the United States Supreme Court held:
Appropriate limits on substantive due process come not from drawing arbitrary lines
but rather from careful "respect for the teachings of history (and), solid recognition of
the basic values that underlie our society." Our decisions establish that the
Constitution protects the sanctity of the family precisely because the institution of the
family is deeply rooted in this Nation's history and tradition. It is through the family
that we inculcate and pass down many of our most cherished values, moral and
cultural.

Whether or not such a household is established because of personal tragedy, the
choice of relatives in this degree of kinship to live together may not lightly be denied
by the State.
(footnotes omitted) citing Ingraham v. Wright, 430 U.S. 651, 672-674 (1977); Griswold v.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 501 (1965) (Harian, J., concurring); Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee
Committee v. McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, 162-163 (1951)(Frankfurter, J., concurring); Lochnerv. New
York, 198 U.S. 45, 76 (1905) (Holmes, J., dissenting). And whatever the prosecutor may think, the
same opinion established that it is not for the government to determine when an adult son should
move away from home:
Ours is by no means a tradition limited to respect for the bonds uniting the members
of the nuclear family. The tradition of uncles, aunts, cousins, and especially
grandparents sharing a household along with parents and children has roots equally
venerable and equally deserving of constitutional recognition. Over the years millions
of our citizens have grown up in just such an environment, and most, surely, have
profited from it. Even if conditions of modem society have brought about a decline in
extended family households, they have not erased the accumulated wisdom of
civilization, gained over the centuries and honored throughout our history, that
supports a larger conception of the family. Out of choice, necessity, or a sense of
family responsibility, it has been common for close relatives to draw together and
participate in the duties and the satisfactions of a common home. Decisions
concerning child rearing, which Yoder, Meyer, Pierce and other cases have
recognized as entitled to constitutional protection, long have been shared with
grandparents or other relatives who occupy the same household indeed who may take
on major responsibility for the rearing of the children. Especially in times of
adversity, such as the death of a spouse or economic need, the broader family has
tended to come together for mutual sustenance and to maintain or rebuild a secure
home life. This is apparently what happened here.

Id. (footnotes omitted). This Court is aware that Mr. Cheatham lives with his parents in part as a
caregiver for his mother. Thus, it seems difficult to see how a restriction that requires him to cease
living with his famiiy couid be constitutionai without, at the very least, an inquiry into what lesser
steps may be taken.

C. Whether the Idaho Department of Corrections may prohibit the defendant from living
in a residence where a firearm is kept by another person in a secured location the
probationer has no access to because the owner of the firearm is not a member of law
enforcement.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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Thus this Court comes to the actuai impiementation of the "rule" contained in the probation
agreement to this matter. First, it must be said that no such "rule" has ever been promulgated
according to IDAP A, nor does it even appear in the various policies available on the Department's
website. However, while the rule clearly impinges on the defendant's constitutional rights, it does so
under the authority of this Court, and thus likely does not need to pass any administrative hurdles.
Rather, it must simply comply with the limits of this Court's power.
The "rule" then sets out that the defendant may live in a home containing firearms if they are
secured and he has the written permission of the District Manager of the Department of Corrections.
The District Manager of the Department of Corrections for Kootenai County has stated that he will
only provide written permission on a case by case basis where the actual owner of the firearms is
employed by law enforcement. Assuming arguendo that this Court has the power to first: prevent
the probationer from possessing firearms, and second: restrict his ability to live with his family on
the grounds of the presence of firearms in the residence, then can the Court make it a requirement for
the probationer to live with law enforcement in order to live in a residence where firearms are
present (though secured)?
The District Manager asserted that the restriction on firearms in the home is to both prevent
unfortunate incidents for the probationer, those living with him, and law enforcement, and to keep
probationers from violating laws against possessing firearms. The second issue does not apply here.
The only restriction imposed on Mr. Cheatham's possession of firearms is that being made by the
Department of Corrections. Thus, the only question is: why is everyone safer if Steven Cheatham is
a police officer, as opposed to a cement worker?
The District Manager did not claim that they were. Rather, he stated that law enforcement
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must kept a firearm in the residence as part of their empioyment, and so an exception could be made.
But if the only issue is the necessity of the other person to keep a weapon in the house, then the
"rule" fails. As described in Part A, the right of an Idahoan such as Steven Cheatham to own a
firearm is absolute save for certain limitations that do not apply here. This Court may not hold that a
police officer's need to have a firearm in the residence somehow outweighs a citizen's right to a
firearm. All other things being equal, the line the "rule" draws is arbitrary.
Equal protection of the law is guaranteed by Article 1, Section 2 of the Idaho
Constitution and by the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution.
The principle underlying equal protection is that all persons in like circumstances
should receive the same benefits and burdens of the law. Accordingly, no equal
protection analysis is required and no violation of equal protection will be found in
situations where the State has not engaged in the disparate treatment of similarly
situated individuals.

State v. Jones, 140 Idaho 41, 51 (Ct.App.2003) citing Shobe v. Ada County, Bd. of Comm'rs, 130
Idaho 580, 585-86 (1997); Northcutt v. Sun Valley Co., 117 Idaho 351, 357 (1990); Bon Appetit

Gourmet Foods, Inc. v. State, Dep't of Employment, 117 Idaho 1002, 1003 (1989); Aeschliman v.
State, 132 Idaho 397,401 (Ct.App.1999); State v. Rountree, 129 Idaho 146, 151 (Ct.App.1996).
The only objection the state might hope to raise is that Mr. Cheatham cannot stand on his
father's rights. Perhaps not, but he can claim that his right to live with his parents and take care of
his mother is being violated because the Department's "rule" unconstitutionally discriminates
between himself and other similarly situated probationers. The "rule" cannot decide whose right to
self defense is more valuable, that of the officer or the citizen. It is for precisely that reason that the
Constitution provides the right to bear arms. Thus, this Court should amend the judgment to provide
that Mr. Cheatham may live with his parents so long as he has no access to his father's firearms and
they are kept in a secure location.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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DATED this _o<-_1_ _ day of March, 2015.

THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY

BY:

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct co_B'§he foregoing was personally served by placing
day of March, 2015, addressed to:
a copy of the same as indicated below on the ·
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-183 3
Via Fax

7

Interoffice Mail
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DORIGINJ
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BARRY McHUGH
Prosecuting Attorney
501 Government Way/Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000
Telephone:
(208) 446-1800
Facsimile:
(208) 446-1833
Assigned Attorney:
DAVID G. ROBINS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF

IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-2014-0016229
Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT

V.

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,
Defendant.

COMES NOW the State, by and through David G. Robins, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney,
and hereby submits its Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Amend Judgment.

I.

ISSUES PRESENTED

a) Defendant is prohibited from possessing a firearm as a condition of felony
probation.
b) The lawful probation goals of rehabilitation, public safety, and officer safety are
best served by prohibiting Defendant from living in a residence where a firearm is
present.

II.

FACTS

On December 30, 2014 this Court sentenced Kevin Donald Cheatham, (hereafter,
"Defendant"), to probation for the felony of Grand Theft by Possession of Stolen Property in
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO AMEND
JUDGMENT--1
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vioiation ofidaho Code (hereafter, "I.C.") § 18-2403. At sentencing Defendant was g1anted
probation and was ordered by this Court to comply with all rules and regulations of probation as
directed by his probation officer. Defendant also signed a probation agreement illustrating the
rules and regulations he would be subject to.
On the standard probation agreement (Ex. A), line ten states that Defendant may not live

in a residence where guns are kept unless they are secured and Defendant has the written
permission of the Probation and Parole District Manager. This court held a hearing on March 23,
2015 pursuant to Defendant's Motion to Amend the Judgment seeking to allow Defendant to live
in a residence where firearms are present. Defendant's probation officer and District Manager of
Probation and Parole Eric Kiehl was present and provided testimony.
Mr. Kiehl testified that the form provides him with the discretion to allow a probationer
to live in a residence containing a firearm. He has not allowed such an exception in several years
except to persons living in a home with a law enforcement officer. Mr. Kiehl further stated his
reasons for denying these requests are to ensure the rehabilitation of the probationer and to
maintain the safety of his officers.
Defendant is currently unemployed and lives with his girlfriend in his parents' home.
The home is a rancher-style home with a basement. Defendant's father, Mr. Cheatham, testified
at the hearing that the Defendant has a room in the basement. IVrr. Cheatham testified he
currently owns eleven guns kept in a room in the upstairs portion of the home. Mr. Cheatham
stated that the room where the guns are kept is locked using a standard keyed door knob and the
guns are in a locking wood cabinet. Mr. Cheatham indicated he keeps the keys for both the door
and the cabinet. The guns are not kept in a safe.
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Mr. Cheatham also stated he works fifty (50) hours per week and during that time
Defendant has control and dominion of the premises. He further testified Defendant offers
assistance to his mother, who also lives in the home, and is often upstairs caring for her. After
oral argument at the hearing this Court requested briefing on the matter. Defendant filed his
brief on March 25, 2014 and argues two points: 1) that Defendant has a right to possess a firearm
during the period of his probation and, 2) that Defendant cannot be prohibited from living with
his parents while firearms are present in the home. The State files this brief in opposition.

III.

ANALYSIS

a) Defendant is properly prohibited from possessing a firearm as a condition of felony
probation.
Felons on probation should not possess firearms and this court has the lawful authority to
order so. It is well accepted that the purpose of probation is to give the defendant an opportunity
to be rehabilitated under proper control and supervision. State v. Davis, 107 Idaho 215,217,687
P.2d 998, 1000 (Ct. App. 1984). To accomplish this purpose, the district court has broad
discretion in deciding upon the terms of probation. Id. As a condition of granting freedom to a
probationer, society has the right to impose stringent limitations on behavior. Davis, at 217,687
P.2d at 1000. This may include restrictions on important liberties, such as the right to travel, to
change jobs or residences, or even to marry. Id. Allowing probation authorities to monitor and
enforce such limitations helps ensure that those under supervision will not revert to their former
pattern of criminal conduct. State v. Pinson, 104 Idaho 227,657 P.2d 1095 (Ct.App.1983).
Felons on probation should not possess firearms and this court was well within its authority to
order this as a condition of probation.

II
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Contrary to Defendant's argument, recent precedent and the Second A..u.encL.u.ent have
not altered a court's or a probation officer's authority to restrict a probationer's gun rights. The
United States Supreme Court recently held:
Like most rights, the right secured by the Second Amendment is not unlimited.
From Blackstone through the 19th-century cases, commentators and courts
routinely explained that the right was not a right to keep and carry any weapon
whatsoever in any manner whatsoever and for whatever purpose .... Although we
do not undertake an exhaustive historical analysis today of the full scope of the
Second Amendment, nothing in our opinion should be taken to cast doubt on
longstanding prohibitions on the possession of.firearms by felons.

D. C. v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 626, 128 S. Ct. 2783, 2816-17 (2008) ( emphasis addt!d).
Heller affirms that this Honorable Court has the power to restrict Defendant's gun rights.
The case law and legislative intent is very clear. Those convicted of a felony can be
prohibited from possessing a firearm. Regardless whether Defendant may in the future have his
civil rights restored, at this point in time the court and probation officers have the authority to
restrict his access to firearms.

b) The lawful probation goals of rehabilitation, public safety, and officer safety are
best served by prohibiting the Defendant from living in a residence where a firearm
is present.
The goal of probation is to foster the defendant's rehabilitation while protecting public
safety. State v. Gawron, 112 Idaho 841, 843, 736 P.2d 1295, 1297 0987); State w: Breeden, 129
0

Idaho 813, 816, 932 P.2d 936, 939 (Ct.App.1997); Siate v. Josephson, 125 Idaho 119, 123, 867
P.2d 993, 997 (Ct.App.1993). Toward that end, a trial court is authorized to make probation
subject to "such terms and conditions as it deems necessary and expedient." LC. § 19-2601(2).
Although trial courts have broad discretion in the imposition of restrictive terms, the conditions
of probation must be reasonably related to the rehabilitative and public safety goals of probation.

State v. Wardle, 137 Idaho 808, 810, 53 P.3d 1227, 1229 (Ct.App. 2002).
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As a condiiion of granting freedom to a probationer, society has the right to impose
stringent limitations on behavior. Davis, at 217,687 P.2d at 1000. This may include restrictions
on important liberties. Id. A condition of probation must be reasonably related to the purpose of
probation. Josephson, 124 at 288, 858 P.2d at 827. The court may impose restrictive conditions
to foster rehabilitation and to protect public safety. Id. The United States Supreme Court
explained that probation requirements serve the goal of"genuine rehabilitation" and ensure that
the "community is not harmed by the probationer's being at large." State v. Ellis, 155 Idaho 584,
589,314 P.3d 639,644 (Ct.App. 2013), review denied(Dec.-23,.2013).
Restricting access to a firearm, even in nonviolent crimes, is appropriate. The Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals also found that the nature of the crime is of little import:

In the instant case, we cannot say that the district court abused its discretion.
Although Jensen has no history of offenses involving firearms or violent conduct,
and no criminal history whatsoever beyond his felony conviction for tax fraud, the
prohibition on his possessing firearms nonetheless reasonably serves the
sentencing goals of punishment and deterrence. Moreover, where the defendant
was convicted of a felony, the Sentencing Guidelines specifically recommend a
probation condition prohibiting frrearm possession.
United States v. Jensen, 132 F.3d 41 (9th Cir. 1997) (internal citations omitted); See also US. v.
Morey, 120 F.3d 142, 143 (8th Cir. 1997) (holding a condition of probation to not commit further

crimes mandated firearm restriction because possession of a. firearm by a felon violated federal-.-· ·
statute).
The decision to prohibit Defendant from living in a home with frrearms focuses on both
elements of the goals of probation - rehabilitation and public safety. Officer safety is an
omnipresent and valid concern of probation and the court. Consequently, this term of probation
is valid.
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In addiiion to officer safety, probation needs to rehabilitate Defendant and prevent him
from committing additional crimes. The facts as presented to this Honorable Court indicate that
Defendant may be in violation of federal law.
A. The Defendant may be charged under the federal statute for being in
constructive possession of a firearm for living in a dwelling where firearms
are present.

18 U.S.C. 922(g)(l) prohibits Defendant from possessing a firearm. 1 Constructive
possession may be found if the defendant had (1) ownership, dominion or control over the item
itself or (2) dominion or control over the premises in which the item is found. See De Leon, 170
F.3d at 496; see also United States v. Hinojosa, 349 F.3d 200,203 (5th Cir. 2003). When a
residence is jointly occupied, however, a more exacting standard applies. Hinojosa, 349 F.3d at
203-04 ("Although a defendant's exclusive possession of a house may establish his dominion
and control over contraband found there, his joint occupancy of a house will not, by itself,
support the same conclusion."). In cases of joint occupancy, this court "will find constructive
possession only when there is 'some evidence supporting at least a plausible inference that the
defendant had knowledge ofand access to' the illegal item." Id at 204 (quoting United States v.
Mergerson, 4 F.3d 337,349 (5th Cir. 1993)). Ultimately, "[t]he determination of whether

constructive possession exists is not a scientific inquiry," and the court must "employ a common"
sense, fact-specific approach." United States v. lvfeza, 701 F.3d 411,419 (5th Cir. 2012).
In situations of joint occupancy, "where the government seeks to prove constructive

possession by circumstantial evidence, it must present evidence to show some connection or
nexus between the defendant and the firearm." Ledford, 443 F.3d at 713 (emphasis in original)

(quoting United States v. Mills, 29 F.3d 545,549 (10th Cir. 1994)). "This requires the

1 Compare with I.C. §18-3316. The State would further add that virtually all firearms and ammunition have an
interstate nexus.
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government to point to evidence plausibly supporting the inference that the defendant had
knowledge of and access to the firearm." United States v. King, 632 F.3d 646,651 (10th Cir.
2011). Certainly a condition of probation that sets a probationer up for near-certain failure
cannot be said to be reasonably related to the ultimate goal of rehabilitation. State v. Wakefield,
145 Idaho 270, 274, 178 P.3d 635, 639 (Ct.App. 2007).
In the present case, Defendant's father testified that Defendant has control of the
premises during the five days per week when Mr. Cheatham is at work. Further, Mr. Cheatham
testified that Defendant is often in the upstairs portion of the house and routinely is. upstairsJo
care for his mother. While it is not a foregone conclusion that Defendant would be guilty of
constructive possession, it would be irresponsible for probation and parole to put Defendant in a
position to be charged as a felon in possession of a firearm. Defendant knows where the firearms
are in the house, Defendant lives in the house, Defendant has control and dominion over the
house when his father is away, and given that Mr. Cheatham works ten hours per day, it could be
argued Defendant has access to the firearms.

It is relevant here that Mr. Cheatham testified Defendant was familiar with his habits and
routines. It is entirely plausible Defendant could access the firearms if he wanted to and the
locks are insufficient to preclude·dominion and controt Thiswould meet the threshold-required
to establish constructive possession and wouid thwart the stated goal of rehabilitation. For this
reason allowing Defendant to live in a home where firearms are present would defeat the stated
objectives of probation.

B. Public safety dictates Defendant should not be allowed to live in a home
where there are firearms.
The goal of probation is to foster a defendant's rehabilitation while protecting public
safety. State v. Gawron, 112 Idaho 841, 843, 736 P.2d 1295, 1297 (1987); State v. Breeden, 129
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P.2d 993, 997 (Ct.App.1993). A trial court is authorized to make probation subject to "such
terms and conditions as it deems necessary and expedient." LC.§ 19-2601(2). The conditions of
probation must be reasonably related to the rehabilitative and public safety goals of probation.

Wardle, 137 at 810, 53 P.3d at 1229 (Ct.App. 2002).
Constitutional rights may be limited during probation for purposes of officer safety:
The justification for reducing the Fourth Amendment protection to which
probationers are entitled stems from this important societal interest in preventing
recidivism. For probation authorities.to evaluate a probationer's progress.in .
reintegrating into society, the probation officer must have a thorough
understanding of the probationer's environment and personal habits. Thus, courts
generally have agreed that probation officers have the authority to visit a
probationer's home or place of employment without having to procure a warrant.
Since the probation officer's authority puts him lawfully in the probationer's
home, he can seize contraband and instruments of crime in plain view there. In
addition, for his own safety, the probation officer can frisk the probationer
without consent.

State v. Pinson, 104 Idaho 227,231,657 P.2d 1095, 1099 (Ct.App. 1983) (internal citations
omitted).
In the present case, Mr. Kiehl testified his reasons for denying Defendant the privilege of
living in a home containing firearms was not only for rehabilitative purposes, but also for reasons
of officer safety. Certainly, a probation officer will be placed in greater danger enteringahome
knovm to contain firea...rms than they would be entedng a home free from firearms. There is a
valid basis for restricting a probationer's Constitutional rights, and these restrictions serve valid
governmental interests. Public safety concerns, not only for the officer, but also for Defendant
would be better served if he was denied the exception to allow him to reside where firearms are
present.
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Defendant's assertion that there is no factual distinction between a layman and a law
enforcement officer must fail. Law enforcement officers are routinely trained in the handling of
firearms, undergoes significant background investigations, and generally when a law
enforcement personnel goes to work they take their firearms. That is not the case here. Mr.
Cheatham does not take his guns with him when he goes to work. There is a very significant
distinction between a law enforcement officer and Mr. Cheatham that is reasonable.

C There is no requirement that Defendant ceases living with his family.

It has been established that a condition of probationwhich.is.''impossible of fulfillment"
is improper. Davis, 107 at 217,687 P.2d at 1000. It should be noted there is a distinction
between impossibility and unwillingness. Id Upon discovering a probationary condition to be
impossible of performance by a particular probationer, the judge may determine whether such
condition is fundamental and whether the probationer is still, though unable to perform the
condition, a fit subject for probation. State v. Oyler, 92 Idaho 43, 47,436 P.2d 709, 713 (1968).
After sound determination that a probationer could not possibly perform a fundamental condition
of his probation, the judge has discretion to remove probation and pronounce sentence. Id.
In the present case, Defendant claims this Court is restricting him from living with his
family. Defendant claims his right to live with his parents andtake-eare· of•his mother is bemg
violated. This characterization misrepresents the conditions upon which Defendant was granted
probation. Defendant may continue to live with his family, but he cannot do so if there are
firearms in the house. Defendant has options. He can move out, or the firearms can be stored
away from the home. There is not a probation restricting him from living with his family. If
Defendant finds the conditions of probation to be impossible to fulfill, this Court can then
determine if Defendant is still fit for probation, or revoke probation and pronounce sentence.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO AMEND
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Defendant seeks to invoke an absolute Second Amendment right to possess firearms and
at the same time to disregard the conditions of probation that Defendant signed. The United
States Supreme Court has specifically held there is a prohibition on firearm possession by felons.
Further, by allowing Defendant to live in a home where firearms are present would set him up
for failure and ultimately run counter to the stated goals of probation. It may well be said that
Defendant could be in constructive possession of a firearm given his control over the premises,
his knowledge of where the firearms are kept, and. his apparent ability to access them. The twin
goals of public safety and rehabilitation are best served by continuing the conditions of probation
established by this Court and signed by Defendant.
For the foregoing reasons the State respectfully requests Defendant's Motion to Amend
Judgment be denied.
DATED this 8 day of ARPIL 2015

!)Avt- ~
DAVID G. ROBINS
DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
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CERTIFICATE OF lvlAILING

I hereby certify that on the 8th day of April, 2015, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing was caused to be emailed as follows:
JAY LOGSDON
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
emailed
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FILED:

Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
V.

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

THIRD MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon,
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this honorable Court to amend the judgment entered
in this matter on December 30, 2014 to extend the deadline for him to complete his thirteen (13)
shifts on the Sheriffs Labor Program from May 1, 2015, to July 1, 2015.
This Motion is made on the grounds that Mr. Cheatham was unable to afford the $20
required to do his shifts until recently when he got a job at Sprinklers Northwest on April 20,
2015. He has completed six shifts to date.
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument,
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes.
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DATED this __
~_\__ day of April, 2015.
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY
"NO OBJECTION"

BY:

Jrz&sf~
EPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

DEPUTY PROSECUTOR

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing
a copy of the same as indicated below on the
day of April, 2015, addressed to:

{12

Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
Via Fax

_j_

Interoffice Mail
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,

V.
KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

ORDER AMENDING

JUDGMENT

SHERIFF'S LABOR

Defendant.
The Court having before it the Motion to Amend Judgment and good cause appearing, now,
therefore
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant must complete seven shifts on the Sheriffs
Labor Program by

Ju ly 1l Zo· t~

ORDERED this _~2J~1--K
__· _day of April, 2015.

ORDER AMENDING JUDGMENT RE: SHERIFF'S LABOR
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RE:

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct c:~he foregoing was personally served by placing
a copy of the same as indicated below on the
day of April, 2015, addressed to:

~

f'd.Jrl~

Kootenai County Public Defender J,,A.J(C 446-1161"'- '- Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446:1",g31~f~.(] - ~ 1;.__J/
"-.. ~otenai County Jiril I' AX ~6 I <l-0.'.7

U5U(Jl~'1{J

Via

~ -e_- -"u('1\ of)

Interoffice Mail

O~MENDING JUDGMENT RE: SHERIFF'S LABOR
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIA~

STATE OF IDAHO

Plaintiff,
V.

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR 14-16229

MEMORANDUM DECISION & ORDER
RE: DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
AMEND JUDGMENT

David G. Robins, Kootenai County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, for the State
Jay Logsdon, Kootenai County Deputy Public Defender, for Defendant

I. FACTUAL SUMMARY AND COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
On December 30, 2014, the Court sentenced Defendant, Kevin Donald Cheatham, to
probation for the felony of Grand Theft by Possession of Stolen Property in violation of Idaho
Code Section 18-2403. As part of probation, the Court ordered Defendant to comply with all
rules and regulations of probation as directed by his probation officer.
On January 15, 2015, Defendant also signed a probation agreement illustrating the rules
and regulations he would be subject to while on probation. Idaho Dept. of Correction, Standard

Agreement of Supervision, attached as Appendix. Included in this agreement, was the following
standard condition:
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Firearms and Weapons: The Defendant Shall not purchase, carry, possess or have control
of any firearms chemical weapons, electronic weapons, explosive or other dangerous
weapons. Other dangerous weapons may include but are not limited to, knives with
blades over two and one half inches (2 W') in length; switch-blade knives; brass
knuckles; swords; throwing stars; and other marital arts weapons. Any weapons or
firearms seized will be forfeited to IDOC for disposal. The defendant shall not reside in
any location that contains firearms unless the firearms are secured and this portion of the
rule is exempted in writing by the district manager.

Id. at pg. 1, ,i 10 (emphasis added). Defendant wrote his initials next to the paragraph and signed
his full name at the end of the form. Id., ,i 10.
Since entering probation, Defendant has lived with his parents. Defendant's father,
Steven Cheatham, owns eleven firearms, but agreed to store the guns elsewhere when his son
entered probation. When the guns were in his home Mr. Cheatham stored them in a locking
wood cabinet, in a room that is kept locked, and Mr. Cheatham kept the keys for both the cabinet
and room with him. Defendant's room is in the basement, and the locked room with the guns is
on the main floor of his parents' home.
Mr. Cheatham told the Court that he works fifty (50) hours per week, and when he is at
work Defendant has control and dominion of the premises. Defendant is often upstairs, on the
same floor as the locked room, while his father is at work.
On January 27, 2015, Defendant filed a motion requesting that the Court amend its earlier
judgment in this case so that he could live in a residence where guns are kept, and, as a result, his
father could keep his guns in the residence instead of storing them elsewhere. On March 23,
2015, the Court heard evidence and oral argument related to this motion. Both Defendant's
probation officer and District Manager of Probation and Parole, Eric Kiehl, provided testimony
at the hearing.
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Mr. Kiehl testified that the standard probation agreement does not aiiow a probaiioner to
live in a residence with a firearm so as to ensure the rehabilitation of the probationer and to
maintain the safety of probation officers. However, the standard probation agreement gives Mr.
Kiehl the discretion to allow a person on probation to live in a residence containing a firearm.
According to Mr. Kiehl, he has not granted such an exemption in several years, except in cases
where the probationer lives in a home with a law enforcement officer.

II. DISCUSSION
Defendant moves the Court to remove the condition that he live in a residence without
firearms from the agreement that he entered into when he was sentenced to probation. The State
opposes this motion, and argues that the condition should remain in place.
Under Idaho Code Section 19-2601 a trial court has broad discretion when imposing
terms of probation that restrict a defendant's liberty. LC. § 19-2601; State v. Davis, 107 Idaho
215, 217, 687 P.2d 998, 1000 (Ct. App. 1984). The statute's language is meant to give the court
maximum flexibility to fashion probation that is most appropriate for the individual defendant.

State v. Gonzales, 144 Idaho 775, 780, 171 P.3d 266, 271 (Ct. App. 2007) citing State v.
McCool, 139 Idaho 804, 807, 87 P.3d 291, 294 (2004). As part of probation, the court may
restrict a defendant's "right to travel, to change jobs or residences, or even to marry." Davis, 107
Idaho at 217, 687 P .2d at 998. Likewise, it is also well recognized that a felon's right to bear
arms may be restricted as part of their probation. D.C. v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 626-27, 128 S. Ct.
2783, 2817, 171 L. Ed. 2d 637 (2008). The purpose of these restrictions and probation is to
rehabilitate the defendant under proper control and supervision. Davis, 107 Idaho at 217, 687
P.2d at 998.
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"However, the terms of probation must be reasonabiy reiated to the purpose of
rehabilitation." Davis, 107 Idaho at 217, 687 P.2d at 998 citing State v. Mummert, 98 Idaho 452,
566 P .2d 1110 (1977).
In this case the Court placed the restriction at issue on Defendant because it's a standard
part of the probation agreement, which is overseen by Probation and Parole, a division of the
Idaho Department of Corrections. Idaho Admin. r. 11.11.04. The Department of Corrections is
an administrative agency, and, thus, the Court affords its actions a strong presumption of
validity. Id.; Duncan v. State Bd. of Accountancy, 149 Idaho 1, 3, 232 P.3d 322, 324 (2010). As
such, the Court will only reverse the agency's action if that action is found to be "(a) in violation
of constitutional or statutory provisions; (b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; (c)
made upon unlawful procedure; or (d) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion." I.C. § 675279.
Here the standard probation agreement does not fit into any of the above categories. If it
were to fit into any of them, it would be the last one. "An action is capricious if it was done
without a rational basis. It is arbitrary if it was done in disregard of the facts and circumstances
presented or without adequate determining principles." Am. Lung Ass'n of Idaho/Nevada v. State,

Dep't ofAgric., 142 Idaho 544, 547, 130 P.3d 1082, 1085 (2006) (citations omitted).
Looking at the facts at hand, the Court does not find the condition that Defendant iive in a
residence without firearms to be arbitrary and capricious because Defendant has control of the
residence for long uninterrupted periods. 1 As a result, the Court finds that Probation's restriction
is rational and related to the specific facts and circumstances of this case.

1

Probation and Parole did not offer a particularly enlightening explanation for why it only waives the restriction in
cases where the defendant lives in the same residence as a law enforcement officer. One can imagine a scenario
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In addition to the restriction not being arbitrary and capricious, Mr. Cheatham entered
into a written agreement with Probation and Parole that resembles a contract. "Thus, to a certain
extent, the terms of probation might be likened to a contract between the court and the
defendant." See State v. Turek, 150 Idaho 745, 751, 250 P.3d 796, 802 (Ct. App. 2011) quoting
cf Joubert v. State, 926 P.2d 1191 (Alaska Ct.App.1996) (concluding the Alaska Court of

Appeals did not have full discretion to construe terms of a probation agreement because of its
contract-like qualities) (citations omitted). Defendant demonstrated agreement with the
conditions and restrictions by initialing next to ,I 10 and signing the whole the agreement on
January 15, 2015. Idaho Dept. of Correction, Standard Agreement of Supervision, attached as
Appendix. "It is well settled that one is bound by the contract which he voluntarily and
knowingly signs." Daniel v. Pac. Nw. Bell Tel. Co., 20 Wash. App. 444,446, 580 P.2d 652, 654
( 1978). As such, Mr. Cheatham cannot appeal to the Court to relieve him of the restriction
because he has changed his mind and no longer wants to be bound by the agreement he signed.

III. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, the Court DENIES Defendant's Motion to Amend
Judgment.
where a probationer, convicted of a violent offense such as robbery or aggravated battery where a firearm was
used in the commission of the crime, would be allowed to live in a residence where firearms are present if it was
the home of a law enforcement officer. Juxtapose such a situation wherein a probationer convicted of a nonviolent crime would not be granted an exception to the firearms in the residence prohibition if the residence was
not occupied by a law enforcement officer. Developing an explicit written policy or regulation would be preferred,
but such is not the province of the judicial branch to do so. This Court is limited to determining whether the
actions of the administrative agency were arbitrary and capricious.
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SO ORDERED this t{_ day of May, 2015.

J
Jf

I hereby certify that on the
day of May, 2015, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: DEFENDANT' MOTION TO AMEND
JUDGMENT was delivered as follows:
David Robins

JIM BRANNON, Clerk ofth

.__ nMEMORANDUM DECISION & ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S
~
MOTION TO AMEND JUDGMENT
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender
The Law Office of the Public Defender Kootenai County
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/
Respondent,

V.
KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,

Defendant/
Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

NOTICE OF APPEAL

_______________

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE CLERK OF THE
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT:
1.

The above named Appellant appeals against the above named Respondent to the

Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Defendant's Motion to Amend
Judgment entered in the above entitled matter on the 14th day of May, 2015, the Honorable Rich
Christensen, presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or

orders described in paragraph one above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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Rule (l.A.R.) 11 (c)(9).
3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then intends to

assert in the appeal, provided any such list ofissues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from
asserting other issues on appeal, is/are:
(a)

Did the district court have jurisdiction to consider the defendant's Motion to Amend

Judgment seeking to modify the terms of probation?
(b)

Did the district court err in reviewing the defendant's request to modify the judgment

as an appeal from agency action under LC.§ 67-5279?
(c)

Did the district court err in holding that the defendant may be prohibited from living

with his family in a residence where a firearm is kept regardless of the circumstances?
(d)

Did the district court err in holding that the Idaho Department of Corrections may

prohibit the defendant from living in a residence where a firearm is kept in a secured location
because the owner of the firearms is not a member of law enforcement?
4.

There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record that is sealed

is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI).
5.

Reporter's Transcript.

The appellant requests the preparation of the entire

reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.AR. 25(c).

The appellant also request the

preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's transcript:
(c)

Motion Hearing held on March 23, 2015 (Court Reporter: Keri Veare, Reporter

estimates transcript will be under 100 pages.).
6.

Clerk's Record.

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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The appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant to
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l.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appeilant requests the foiiowing documents to be inciuded in the clerk's record,
in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b)(2):
(a)

Any exhibits.

7.

I certify:

(a)

That a copy ofthis Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court Reporter;

(b)

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation of the

record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e));
(c)

That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal case (Idaho

Code§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)(8));
(d)

That arrangements have been made with Kootenai County who will be responsible for

paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is indigent, Idaho Code§ 31-3220, 3 l-3220A, I.A.R.
24(e);
(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R.

20.
DATED this_(_</_ day of May, 2015.
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY
II

BY:

,")

/1

~/;~

J,ALl)GSI?}()N

DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this
/ p/"day of May, 2015, served a true and
correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APP~~teroffice mail or as otherwise indicated
upon the parties as follows:

__x_

Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816-9000
State Appellate Public Defender
P.O. Box 2816
Boise, Idaho 83701-2816

X

I

via Interoffice Mail

[1
LJ
LJ

0

Lawrence G. Wasden
Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

LJ
LJ

First Class Mail
Certified Mail
Facsimile (208) 334-2985
First Class Mail
Certified Mail
Facsimile (208) 854-8074

Reporter for District Judge Rich Christensen, Keri Veare (Kootenai County, PO Box
9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816) via Interoffice Mail

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Kevin Donald Cheatham
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S rATE OF IDAHO

J
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS
FILED:

Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 8759
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
V.

KEVIN DONALD CHEATHAM,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-14-0016229
Fel

MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE FOR
SHERIFF'S LABOR

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon,
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this honorable Court to extend the deadline for him
to complete his thirteen (13) shifts on the Sheriffs Labor Program entered in this matter on April
29, 2015.
This Motion is made on the grounds that Mr. Cheatham was unable to afford the $20
required to do his remaining shifts recently after being laid off of work.
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument,
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes.

MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE
FOR SHERIFF'S LABOR
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DATED this _ _,. __ day of Juiy, 20i5.
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY

BY:
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct cop(~ e foregoing was personally served by placing
day of July, 2015, addressed to:
a copy of the same as indicated below on the
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
Via Fax

p

Interoffice Mail
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CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
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-'"-'t VY. \JAKU.11.,l~ AV .11.,l~ U.11.,

PO Box 9000
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816

July 24, 2015
Mr. Stephen Kenyon,
CLERK OF SUPREME COURT
IDAHO SUPREME COURT
COURT OF APPEALS
POBOX83720
BOISE ID
83720-0101

Dear Mr. Kenyon,
The transcript on appeal entitled, STATE OF IDAHO VS Kevin Donald Cheatham Supreme Court
Number 43263 has been served on counsel for the Plaintiff and Defendant this 24th day of July 2015.

Attorney for Appellant
Lawrence G. Wasden
Attorney General
700 W. Jefferson, Suite 210
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Attorney for Respondent
Sara B. Thomas
State Appellate Public Defender
3647 Lake Harbor Lane
Boise, ID 83703

Sincerely,

TaylorK' p
Deputy lerk, Kootenai County Courthouse
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